Reagan tells Congress 'constructive' results of Gorbachev summit

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, Aug. 12 - President Reagan, addressing a joint session of Congress upon his return from Geneva, characterized his summit with Mikhail Gorbachev as a "constructive meeting" and said the leaders had made a "measure of progress" on arms control.

The president said, however, "I can't claim we had a meeting of the minds" generally, and his description of the arms understanding reached only the modest provisions carried in a joint statement issued from the层面:

"While we still have a long way to go, we're at least heading in the right direction," Reagan said. "I gained a better perspective; I feel we did too.

Back home after the first U.S.-Soviet summit meeting in six years, Reagan declared that he, as well as everyone, was "impatient for results" to the drive to improve superpower relations. But he quickly cautioned that "goodwill and good hopes do not always yield lasting results". "Quick fixes don't fix big problems.

"Reagan said that on the two leaders failed to break their deadlock on the main issues of superpower arms control, and Reagan said that on the issue of so-called "Star Wars", the two leaders had a "very direct" exchange.

"Mr. Gorbachev insisted that we might use a strategic defense system to put offensive weapons into space and establish nuclear superiority," the president said. "I made it clear that SALT (Strategic Defense Initiative) had no intention to do with offensive weapons."

Reagan said he was restated his proposal for "open laboratories" for inspection by the real peace agreement between the U.S. and the United States to observe each other.

see REAGAN, page 7

Tests Unlimited opens exam files to students

By GREG TUEL (Tues Staff)

When thinking of finals, does the name Test unlimited come to mind? According to Mike Millen, the student conductor of the campus wide test file, soon the two will be linked directly. "Tests Unlimited will become synonymous with finals," he said.

Millen said many groups benefit from the file. Students profit from an active service, and the immediate results reflect the sincerity of students.

deficit government to serve the Notre Dame community, he explained. The tests are copied from dormitory files, which allows a comprehensive collection to be compiled without deleting the smaller files, Millen said. He added, however, that the large file is far from complete.

Freshmen and sophomores rely on the greatest benefit because they take departmental tests, departmental math and physics exams are currently the bulk of the collection available for student use. Chemistry 115, for example, is well-represented by several packets of final quizzes.

The program will be accessible to everyone on campus. Last Thursday, dorm representatives were chosen. Each dorm will have catalogs of the available tests, and will take orders through Thanksgiving.

Individual tests cost $25, while complete collections of one class cost $50. The money will be used to offset the cost of copying. Distribution of the tests will begin the week before finals.

In the future, Tests Unlimited will rely on students to keep the file complete and current. Millen said he plans to exchange new tests for free test coupons, and expects advertising and student reaction to create a more comprehensive file.

Tests not supposed to leave the test site, however, will not be accepted. Millen said. Professor's contributions are not, of course, at any time.

The service will be available throughout the year. Millen said a continual ordering system will develop. The tests will begin in the weeks before finals. "We will go over all of our rules at the beginning of the season," he added.

"We will sit down with our constituents, who are the parking atten- dants, Notre Dame Security and the South Bend Police, and we will review various reports from every game.

From these reports, a policy for the future will be formulated. "As far as mounted patrols go, Notre Dame will get them in the next two years, if we can," said Hitchcock. "As far as canine patrols, we'll watch and see."

"We're primarily concerned with vandalism, and nothing comes from vandalism," said O'Brien. "And having security visible so that aid can come quickly to people who need it."
Last home game for seniors marks end of part of ND life

**Last home game for seniors marks end of part of ND life**

*The Observer, our Mother, Tender, strong and true, Proudly in the beams, Glows the Gold and Blue, Glory's mantle cloaks thee, Golden is thy fame, And our hearts forever, Praise thee, Notre Dame.*

I never learned the words to this song, I had to look them up in the back of an old football program to write them here. Like most everyone else I just hum along with the band until the last two lines, the only part of the song that I can ever remember.

But at Saturday's football game the words to this song have special significance. They mark the last time the seniors get together for the central event of Notre Dame social life—the home football game.

The kickoff of Saturday's game is the beginning of the end for the more than 1,500 seniors who soon will be leaving the protective confines of the University to confront the harsh reality of the outside world.

This is scary stuff.

It all seems so distant when you're a freshman. It may be hard to say this, but it's true. Try it. Go find a freshman, grab him by the shoulders and screams into his wide-eyed expression, "Hey, we've only got about 15 more home football games to experience as a senior! And then it's over!"

You'll get nothing but blank stares, the same blank stares we seniors would have given when we were freshmen.

But here it is. Friday afternoon the seniors gather together under the glorious white north dome of the ACC for the block party where they eat, drink and are merry with area residents. Perhaps it is a reflection of how students' values have changed through the years that the block party is radically different from its predecessor, the infamous "death march"—an exercise in drunkenness and debauchery.

But the concept is the same. Seniors gather together for a kind of vigil during which the participants are with each other as a part of their lives passes by—a millipede, if you will.

And then the game.

The game is a melancholy event, regardless of what the team does on the field. While traditionally the student section reacts wildly to nearly every play, for seniors each first down has special significance, each touchdown in joyful sadness.

For senior football players, the game is another kind of ending. Before the game, the name of every senior player is called out over the stadium's public address system as he runs out of the tunnel alone. Starters and walk-ons alike are met by the appreciative applause of more than 50,000 Notre Dame football fans. Many of their parents are in the stands, or at least watching on TV. That's the kind of moment to live for.

Then as the game moves toward its close, many seniors glance nervously at the clock. As the last seconds tick away, as the two teams run out to shake hands, and as the frisbee runs off the field and into the locker room, everyone slowly moves toward the exit.

Everyone, that is, except the seniors.

Most of the students in the senior section stick around to listen to the band play after the game. For many of them this is the first time they haven't left the stadium before the game.

But they stay. And they listen. And a few of them cry and hug each other. And then it's over.

Sure, we can all come back next year or the year after that and attend football games. But we'll have to sit on the other side of the stadium and only watch as the students stand up during the entire game, pass people up, and try to start the wave. It will never be the same again.

There are a lot of things under the golden dome that aren't as good as they should be. Letters to the editor in the newspaper underline the fact that there are problems here, like anywhere else.

But you try to tell me one other place in the world where the raw emotion between people is more evident than at the last home football game for seniors at Notre Dame. Just try to name one.
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Major goal of new NAACP chapter to unify minorities

By CANDICE BECKER Special Staff

The major goal of the newly-formed Notre Dame chapter of the NAACP is to unify the minority population on campus, according to Carlton West, president of the group.

He said the minority population is regarded as an invisible community by the students and administration, and this must change.

"There is a need for a forum of education on minority issues beyond that which we get from white oriented books in dominantly white classes at Notre Dame," said West.

West plans to bring local, state, national and international issues to Notre Dame in the form of speeches, educational programs, meetings in Washington, Winkler said.

The advisory committee decided the group will have a political action account, the memorial is granite, stainless steel rods used to anchor the structure probably are the cause of the cracks in materials such as granite.

But that is not the case here," Winkler said. Apparently, he said, a steel rod improperly being used to anchor the granite specimens of the memorial. Apparently, he said, a steel rod is improperly being used to anchor the center section of large panels that are approximately 25 feet high. The stress from the steel rod, combined with the effect of daily temperature cycles appear to have caused tiny horizontal cracks that are lined up within the cracks.

The cracks are small enough to eliminate the need for expensive repair, Winkler said.

There will be a speech about the history of the NAACP, and also an open floor for reflections, feelings, etc., West said.

The NAACP currently has 61 members, and is growing fast, said West. The Notre Dame branch plans to hold monthly meetings.

At these meetings, the various committees give reports on their progress and information from other NAACP groups is discussed. The press committee keeps the group in the public eye on national and international minority issues.

West said he is optimistic about the future of the group.

Adopt-a-Child project undertaken by juniors

By CHRIS SKORCZ Special Staff Reporter

In an effort to brighten the Christmas season for 80 South Bend-area children, Notre Dame's junior class service committee is sponsoring the new Adopt-a-Child program.

"The children involved are 4- to 12-year-olds from the local Headstart program," said Ann Seeley, a committee member and one of two juniors who initially proposed the idea to committee head Deanna Bergin and Mary Sagripanti.

"We have had people in the dining hall signing potential sponsors up. What each sponsor does is to paint pictures of the children and names we have, choose a particular child, and then buy them a gift for the Christmas party we are going to have on Dec. 6 in the South Dining Hall," Seeley said.

Seeley said all presents will be in the $10 to $15 range. Lists have been made of the things the children need most.

Unfortunately, we have only a small number of names left since response has been so great, much greater than we had expected," she said.

On Wednesday night more than 35 sponsors signed up at North Dining Hall alone.

"Our sponsors are going to have a Christmas tree to decorate and Santa Claus at the party," she said.

The idea first occurred to Seeley when she and fellow junior Jose Vithayathil became involved in the Headstart program as part of a marketing project.

"My marketing class is helping various non-profit organizations with their marketing and I became very familiar with Headstart. It is a program for culturally disadvantaged 4-year-olds from families which are generally low-income families, usually with two working parents," she said.

Adopt-a-Child is a new program inspired by the Adopt-a-Child project sponsored by the local NAACP chapter.

The group will have a political action account, Winkler said. The group will have a political action account, the memorial is granite, stainless steel rods used to anchor the structure probably are the cause of the cracks in materials such as granite.

But that is not the case here," Winkler said. Apparently, he said, a steel rod improperly being used to anchor the center section of large panels that are approximately 25 feet high. The stress from the steel rod, combined with the effect of daily temperature cycles appear to have caused tiny horizontal cracks that are lined up within the cracks.

The cracks are small enough to eliminate the need for expensive repair, Winkler said.

"But that is not the case here," Winkler said. Apparently, he said, a steel rod improperly being used to anchor the center section of large panels that are approximately 25 feet high. The stress from the steel rod, combined with the effect of daily temperature cycles appear to have caused tiny horizontal cracks that are lined up within the cracks.

The cracks are small enough to eliminate the need for expensive repair, Winkler said.
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Student dean and activities director to be replaced at SMC in January

By PEGGY PROSSER
Staff Reporter

Two positions at Saint Mary's will be filled by different faces next semester as Mary Ann O'Donnell becomes dean of student affairs and Mary Ellen Smith becomes director of student activities.

Currently director of student activities, O'Donnell will replace present Dean of Student Affairs Sister Karol Jackowski, who is leaving for the semester to continue her education. O'Donnell will assume her position after six years of experience with the College. She began as director of Regina Hall in 1979, then moved to her present position in 1980.

As dean of student affairs, O'Donnell will be responsible for student interests as well as college affairs. As a senior officer of the College, she will supervise its six divisional offices as well as serve on various institutional committees.

O'Donnell had planned to leave Saint Mary's to continue work on her doctorate when the opportunity to replace Jackowski arose. "I had hoped to find a position in student affairs at an eastern college. I'm from the East originally, and I would like to return," said O'Donnell. "But, Sister Karol asked me, and I just couldn't pass this up."

When asked about O'Donnell's qualifications, Jackowski said, "I couldn't think of anyone more qualified for this position. I think that's the reason I chose her."

Jackowski added, "Our styles of administration are a lot alike. She's the most like me, I guess."

During her absence, Jackowski said she would like to see continued growth of the Sexuality Education Program. Results of the sexuality survey will soon be released, which she said she hopes will generate a response from students and staff.

"The biggest obstacle is the real fear students have about talking about these issues. We'd like to see them feel more free to discuss them if they have questions or concerns," said Jackowski.

"Their attitude seems to be 'We're glad you're doing something but we're still afraid to discuss it.'"

It was announced recently that a new director of student activities had been chosen. Mary Ellen Smith, currently a director of admissions at Incarnate Word College in San Antonio, Texas, will begin her duties in January.

"I was pleased with her very good administrative skills. Everyone was real high on her, so we offered her the position Friday and she called and accepted Monday," said O'Donnell.

Smith was selected after a series of interviews with student committees, faculty and administration. Student government representatives evaluated the candidates, and their choice was unanimous.

"Students are involved in any search that takes place on campus. They're very good at getting a sense of how well the candidates will relate to them," said O'Donnell. O'Donnell said she will continue to maintain and push the growth of the various departments of the College, and is looking forward to working with students, faculty and administration.

Exams continued from page 1

Professors' reactions to the program range from non-committal to enthusiastic. Father Asignac, assistant dean of the College of Arts and Letters, said he "couldn't make a blanket statement" for every subject and class.

John Derwents, associate professor of mathematics, described the program as "fine," explaining that "the smart student will use the test as a practice guide and anticipate questions of similar length, difficulty, and time, while the dumb student will rely totally upon the test."

Pay continued from page 1

and transfer them to another financial institution if she wishes to do so.

"The Bank provides each student with sufficient free checks so that there will be no cost to a student worker who writes only one check each month to transfer funds to another institution."

Kary Ostle, head student manager at SAGA food service, has received no negative feedback from student workers regarding the policy and sees no problems with it herself.

Hechcock said the new policy should be able to accommodate all student workers.

The Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore
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9:00 am to 5:30 pm

Your Headquarters for Books and Notre Dame Memorabilia
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An IVY AWARD WINNING PIZZA
from
Leprechaun Pizza Company

Made Here on Campus
So You're Sure It's HOT!

12" Pizza .................. $5.40
14" Pizza .................. $6.00

Students: Clip this ad and save 50¢

For Free Delivery,
Call 239-7157 at the Huddle
Or call 239-7518 at the Night Oak

Red light, green light

Notre Dame student Dan Barretti checks out a new pedestrian crosswalk on U.S. 11, which many students will use to travel between campuses more safely. Five such crossing signs have been installed to improve the conditions at dangerous intersections along the road.
Six blacks killed in South Africa

Associated Press

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa - Police opened fire Thursday at a crowd of tens of thousands of black protesters outside Pretoria, witnesses said. A newspaper reported at least six people were killed and hundreds injured.

Police headquarters confirmed two deaths but made no mention of violence at the gathering, estimated by reporters to number more than 50,000 in Pretoria, a growing black township north of Pretoria, the country's administrative capital. It apparently was one of the biggest confrontations in 15 months of violence against apartheid, the legal system by which five million whites rule 24 million voteless blacks.

More than 800 people, primarily blacks, have died in the rioting, two-thirds of them killed by police and the rest by other blacks who suspect them of collaborating with the government, officials say.

The Matelotlo protesters were demanding lower rents, an end to restrictions on funerals, and the departure of soldiers and extra police from Matelotlo.

Several hours after the clash, Matelotlo P.A.J. Burger banned all funerals in Matelotlo from Friday evening to Sunday evening. He said they could endanger the peace.

In Cape Town, Winnie Mandela, wife of jailed black leader Nelson Mandela, said the government had approved her husband's request to see his lawyers Friday amid persistent rumors he is about to be released. She said she regarded the speculation seriously because of its "unprecedented intensity."

In 15 towns by Nov. 4, has refused to cooperate," Kelly said. "For us it was a very positive thing that students could do for other students," he said.

Zahn residents will coordinate all aspects of the game - from collecting admission fees to keeping fans off the field. Gare 14 at the stadium will open at 12:30 p.m. for the two games. The men's game is slated for 2 p.m. kickoff immediately following the women's all-star match.

Christopher Ishikawa, a Zahn Hall member, hopes the event will raise upwards of $700 to $1,000 for the Hurleys. He said he expects the games to draw many spectators.

"Every girl's dorm has people on the team so they are all represented," Athaide said. Ishikawa added that the two dorms which are sending squads for the event, furnished and Alumni, will draw an even larger number of student fans.

Both Ishikawa and Athaide said if the women's all-star game attracted a large number of students, it could become a yearly charitable function.

"If it is run well this year and we get good support and if it is controlled well, then in the future we're going to make it a permanent thing," Athaide said.

---

**NEW SCHEDULE**

---

**ALEXIAN BROTHERS**

A Religious Community of Men in the... HEALTH CARE MINISTRY

Committed to Christ...

Through a life of fraternal love, prayer and service to the sick, poor, dying and unwanted.

* ADMINISTRATION * NURSING * CLERICAL * TECHNICAL
* PASTORAL CARE * X-RAY * LABORATORY * ENGINEERING
* MAINTENANCE * MECHANICAL WORK * PUBLIC RELATIONS
* PHARMACY * COMMUNITY HEALTH, ETC.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION

Vocation Director, Alexian Brothers 660 Alexian Way, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

Name: ____________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________

City: ____________________________________________ State: __________ Zip: __________

Age: ___________________ Education: __________________

"A HEALING PRESENCE"

Elk Grove Village, Ill./Elizabeth, N.J./St. Louis, Mo./San Jose, Cal./signal Mt., Tenn./Milwaukee, Wisc.

Bothers working in the Missions, in Mexico and Philippines.

---

**All-star football game to benefit Hurley fund**

By TED SPINELLI

Staff

Before the men's interhall football final this Sunday in Notre Dame Stadium, a match-up will take place that some Zahm residents hope will start a new athletic tradition in the Notre Dame--Saint Mary's community while benefiting the family of Kevin Hurley.

At 1 p.m. the Notre Dame women's intrahall flag football all-stars will take on the Saint Mary's flag football all-star team for charity. The women's game immediately precedes the match between Knapper and Alumni for the men's interhall gridiron championship.

A $1 admission fee to the games will be donated to the Hurley family to help pay for medical bills. The benefit is being organized and sponsored by residents of Zahm Hall.

The all-star game is the brainchild of Zahn's athletic commissioner Chris Athaide and Athletic Director Joe Ann Nester, another Zahm resident.

"At a hall council meeting it came out that there was an effort to raise money for Kevin Hurley's medical expenses," Athaide said. "The idea came up when my roommate and I were just brainstorming," he said.

Athaide then took his proposal to the Non-Varsity Athletics Department where it got the approval of NVA director Thomas Kelly and Athletic Director Gene Corrigan. Kelly then coordinated the event with Saint Mary's Athletic Director Jo Ann Nester.

"We were more than happy to cooperate," Kelly said. "For us it was a very positive thing that students could do for other students," he said.

Zahn residents will coordinate all aspects of the game - from collecting admission fees to keeping fans off the field. Gare 14 at the stadium will open at 12:30 p.m. for the two games. The men's game is slated for 2 p.m. kickoff immediately following the women's all-star match.

Christopher Ishikawa, a Zahn Hall member, hopes the event will raise upwards of $700 to $1,000 for the Hurleys. He said he expects the games to draw many spectators.

"Every girl's dorm has people on the team so they are all represented," Athaide said. Ishikawa added that the two dorms which are sending squads for the event, furnished and Alumni, will draw an even larger number of student fans.

Both Ishikawa and Athaide said if the women's all-star game attracted a large number of students, it could become a yearly charitable function.

"If it is run well this year and we get good support and if it is controlled well, then in the future we're going to make it a permanent thing," Athaide said.

---

**TANNING CENTER**

Featuring 24 bulb beds with facial unit. Our large, contoured HIGHER AND HEALTHIER surface over 7 feet long and provide a 360° tan.

2314 So. Bend Ave.(next to Martins) Call for appointment 277-6444

Open 7-9 Mon-Fri 8-6 Saturday
Notre Dame gets funds for research

Special to The Observer

Notre Dame received $990,256 in grants during October for the support of research, facilities, service programs and other projects. Research funds totaled $87,600, including:

- $28,910 from the International Business Machines Corp. for research on the use of intelligent work stations by David Cohn, associate professor of electrical engineering.

- $161,595 from the U.S. Navy for the study of boundary layer characteristics on low Reynolds number airfoils by Thomas Mueller, professor of aerospace and mechanical engineering and director of engineering research and graduate studies.

- $130,117 from the National Science Foundation for research on three-dimensional natural convection in complex enclosures by K.T. Yang, Voiles D. Haak professor of engineering.

- $100,000 from the Retirement Research Foundation for research on aging and prolonging life by Morris Pollard, Coleman director of the Lobund Laboratory.

- $84,577 from the National Institutes of Health for studies of biologically important furosanyl rings by Anthony Serianni, assistant professor of chemistry.

- $65,700 from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for research on leading edge vortex structure by Robert Nelson, associate professor of aerospace and mechanical engineering, and T. Terry Ng, assistant professor of aerospace and mechanical engineering.

- $10,000 from the International Business Machines Corp., for a feasibility study of the development and management of a quality assurance program by Charles Crowell, associate professor of psychology, and Albert Miller, professor of metallurgical engineering and materials science.

- $10,000 from the International Business Machines Corp., also to Miller and Crowell for a study of interactive videodisk training in chemical safety.

- $9,000 from the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources for the histological preparation of chinook gonad samples by Frederick Goetz, associate professor of biological sciences.

- $7,700 from the international Research Exchanges Board for support of a visiting soviet scholar conducting research with the on-campus radiation laboratory.

- $5,650 from the Yoder Department Store Inc., of Shipshewana, Ind., for a study of the contribution of church agricultural programs to the rural development of Zaire by Mutombo Mpanya, visiting fellow of the Kellogg Institute for International Studies.

Other projects received $97,303, including $72,003 from the National Endowment for the Humanities for a summer seminar on the frontier in America, directed by Walter Nugent, Andrew V. Takces professor of history, and $25,000 from the Lilly Endowment Inc. for and academic advising program in the College of Arts and Letters.

Funds for facilities consisted of a $10,000 grant from Cray Research Inc. for computer applications in the Department of Economics. Service programs of the Institute for Pastoral and Social Ministry received $8,655 from private benefactors.
Reagan, Gorbachev leave summit without agreement on arms control

Associated Press

BRUSSELS - President Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev went into and emerged from their Geneva summit without achieving any measurable progress toward ending, or even slowing, the nuclear arms race. But while they remain at loggerheads over U.S. determination to search for a futuristic system to defend against nuclear attack, both men demonstrated that they found talking useful.

That alone offers some encouragement to an anxious world. But even before the day was out, the cold rhetoric of the dispute was pouring forth again.

The two leaders ended the session friendly and smiling, but neither had budged from his position on the Star Wars defense proposal.

"There was no give on that at all," from Reagan's side, said Secretary of State George Shultz. As for the Soviets' outspoken opposition to the program, he told reporters, "I would say their position did not change...."

That was a comfort to the hardline conservatives among Reagan's entourage. They were enthusiastic about his going to the summit in the first place and fearful despite Reagan's repeated assurance he would not bargain away his dream of a strategic shield.

"The president did well," said defense undersecretary Fred Ikl, one of those sent to Geneva to represent the wary in the administration personified by his boss, Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger.

In Washington, Weinberger - author of a leaked letter urging the president not to give ground on arms control issues - issued a statement saying it was significant that Star Wars "will continue unabated." And White House adviser Patrick Buchanan, the conservative ideologue who represents the president's longtime supporters from the political right, flashed a thumbs-up sign as the summit ended.

The longstanding U.S. and Soviet differences were concealed by the news blackout at the summit, but Gorbachev went on the offensive immediately afterward, saying, "All restraint will be blown to the winds" in nuclear rivalry until the United States pulls back from Star Wars.

And Reagan, when told Gorbachev had predicted the president eventually would change his mind about Star Wars, fired back, "By that time I will have changed his mind."

Progress toward some agreement on the issue really was not expected, however, and if the two leaders continue to talk to each other, the future summits on which they did agree may produce more positive results.

Some officials were optimistic that human rights issues which they said Reagan raised privately with Gorbachev, would yield long-range benefits, although neither man said so publicly.

If in coming weeks the Soviets permit more Jews to emigrate or allow some liberalization of their treatment of dissidents, the Reagan administration may conclude that its efforts, while quiet, produced some results.

One senior American official, briefing reporters on condition he not be identified, predicted human rights concerns would be treated with "greater seriousness and prospect of success" as a result of the summit.

Reagan continued from page 1

here's research on strategic defense systems.

Arms control aside, Reagan said other topics were discussed, including "threats to peace" in Afghanistan, Nicaragua, Ethiopia, Angola and Cambodia, where Soviet-backed governments are in power. "I tried to be very clear about where our sympathies lie; I believe I succeeded," he said.

Reagan also said the two men discussed human rights, although he made no claim on progress toward winning the release of Soviet dissidents.

In his 20-minute speech, the president also listed several agreements to emerge from the talks:

First, a new agreement for cultural exchanges between the United States and the Soviet Union, involving artists, students, teachers and others.

Second, a decision to establish a new Soviet consulate in New York and a new American facility in Kiev. This will give the United States a permanent presence in the Ukraine for the first time in decades, Reagan said.

And third, an accord with Japan on a new Pacific air safety agreement. "What happened before must never be allowed to happen again," Reagan said in reference to a Korean Air Lines jet shot down by the Soviets in 1983.

He said he looks forward to welcoming Gorbachev to the United States in 1986, and said he has accepted an invitation to Moscow for the following year.

Happy Thanksgiving from

Campus View Apartments Renting Now for Fall '86

CALL 272-1441

Here For The Game ... The Weekend ... The Day?

Running Short of Cash?

If you have a CIRRUS-linked bank card, you don't have a problem! 1st Source Bank says, "Welcome," and invites you to any of our 17 conveniently located Resource Centers, where you can get the cash you need! Three are located within a mile and a half of the Notre Dame Campus:

1. Roseland - 52990 U.S. 31 N. at Cleveland
2. St. Mary's College - Haggar College Center
3. Maple Lane - 2250 So. Bend Ave. at Ironwood

Resource and CIRRUS... long on convenience when you're short on cash!
Archbishop optimistic on hostages

Associated Press

BEIRUT, Lebanon - Terry Waite, the archbishop of Canterbury's envoy who is trying to free American hostages in Lebanon, was pinned down by gunfire between battling Moslem militias Thursday.

But in a message for the hostages' families, he said he still is optimistic about the kidnapped Americans' chances for freedom. He urged their relatives to be brave. "Have courage. Keep calm. We're making progress," Waite said in an interview in The Associated Press office as fighting raged in the streets below.

But, he cautioned, "We've a long way to go yet."

Police and hospital officials said at least five people were killed and 32 wounded in the fighting between the Shiite Moslem Amal militia and the Islamic Druse sect's Progressive Socialist Party.

The street battles forced Waite to delay a news conference and his departure by plane to Larnaca, Cyprus. From there, he planned to fly on to New York for meetings with U.S. officials and church leaders on the hostage crisis.

Waite said he would conduct the news conference after the fighting died down.

Waite met the Americans' kidnappers last week, flew to London to talk to U.S. officials and then returned to Beirut on Tuesday for more contacts with the Shiite fundamentalists holding the hostages.

Don't Get Miffed MURPH!

Happy Birthday, Kevin Murphy, left, and Matt Dingens for the "Cream a Lyonite" fundraiser at South Dining Hall. Proceeds go to the United Way.
Off-campus interviews offer different chance

You sit, fidgeting composed, while your eyes anxiously dart around the room. The air is filled with words between others identical to yourself, and representatives of the firm evaluating you. Suddenly a scream is heard from behind a screen.

"No! No! Different chance, one more chance! I can change. I can do better!"

The shouting is silenced. The steel door flies open and a bearded carcass is heaved out. You recall in fear while others sadly shake their heads.

From behind you hear your name called.

The room is suddenly silent. Everyone center's at you with pity. You stop breathing. Your eyes bulge while your heart rate exceeds 200. Nearly frozen with fear, you slowly stand and turn around, face to face with your examiner.

It is tall, about 15 feet, 6 inches. It has five eyes and two fangs which hang downward by its body. On one of these fangs reposes the remains of a blue Brooks Brothers suit, just like the one you are wearing. It grins, exposing several rows of sharks-like teeth, and wobbles on a cold paw.

Humbly, you extend your limp hand and are led down a corridor to Room 101. Its four white walls and barely large enough for you and the beast.

"Nothing could be worse than this," are your last thoughts as the beast shoves you into the room and locks the door.

OK, job interviews at the Career and Placement Center are not all that bad, but neither is it the best contract for students. First meetings with prospective employers.

Instead of a horror movie, the efforts by students to present the "right" image to recruiters provides an almost comical scene at dooms of blue-suit and yuppies close parade into the basement of the library.

Individual student cannot be blamed for this situation, because they are only reacting to the structure of the interviews. The half hour time limit, while perhaps unavoidable, magnifies the qualities of appearance and presentation and severely limits the students' opportunities to display their knowledge and ability.

After asking a question, recruiters often appear to listen to only the first sentence of the response and then show a desire to move on without allowing the students to complete the response. Most students have in depth knowledge on a topic and want to convey this, but the brevity of the interview interferes.

Another problem with on-campus interviews is the tendency for the recruiters to focus on college activities instead of the student's knowledge of the pertinent industry of field. This approach is promoted by the student profile form used by all Notre Dame students.

The profile form is beneficial because it provides a standard format for the recruiter to assess each individual. However, the profile calls for a listing mostly of prior involvement and accomplishments from the recruiter's point of view this information is at, best, sketchy and should not be a primary influence on the decision.

The student profile gives little opportunity for students to express their interests and goals. The career objective section is very small and most students simply use trite and clichéridden jargon. Something along the lines of a one-page essay would be a practical and something more appropriate method for students to convey their thoughts.

Certainly the Notre Dame interviews are important for students. The number of interviews that the Career and Placement Services can provide is invaluable. The guidance on interviews is most helpful and sincere. Nevertheless, the benefits of an off-campus interview cannot be overlooked.

During fall break, I had the opportunity to interview at a large bank in my hometown. I had prepared myself and was in charge of personnel, and so headed downtown, not too sure of what to expect. When I entered the offices of the bank, I noticed how the suit that seemed self-conscious when I was on campus, now was undeniably appropriate in this business setting. I had left the collegiate atmosphere of the past and entered the atmosphere of the future.

I enjoyed the opportunity to deal with an executive of a firm, not a professional recruiter, as is often the case at Notre Dame. Fuller had received my resume the week before interview, so he expressed his excitement at centering on the bank and its position in the financial industry. We had the time for extended discussions, which allowed me to display my knowledge on various topics. We were two business-minded individuals, not another, not an examiner and his subject.

In general, the hiring process, especially the first interview, has many shortcomings. Avoiding superficial questions and simplistic responses can be difficult if the recruiter is not genuinely interested in underlying talents and motivations of the individual.

Certainly collegiate success is an indication that the applicant would be a good employee, but just as certainly it should not be the only measure. Too often a second interview must be the result of a nearly arbitrary decision to hire or reject.

With only a half hour to work with and 12 interviews in a day, the recruiters at Notre Dame cannot be expected to express these essential line work. They are faced with the traditional problem of quantity versus quality. As a result, students should make an effort to get interviews aside from those arranged by the Career and Placement Services. The off-campus interview, if nothing else, will be a new experience in the job search process. In addition, the interviewer will not have the ten Notre Dame students in the same day, so the Notre Dame background will be unique, not typical.

You stagger out of Room 101, dazed but alive. A smile manages to cross your face because it has asked to examine you again in three weeks.

"It must have liked me," you say to yourself proudly. Leaving the building you reflect on your new blue suit first thing tomorrow morning.

Brian McCarthy is a senior economics major at Notre Dame and a regular Viewpoint columnist.

"Give me a place to stand and I will move the world." Archimedes (c.287-212 B.C.)
Dear Editor:

I wish to thank Notre Dame and all its fans for the great northern hospitality, kindness and love shown to us. You would not have believed how much we enjoyed it all. Our Miss people were about coming to Notre Dame. I even had some Notre Dame fans trying to buy my Rebel flags before our game with them last Saturday.

The thing that made my day was half time, where we were playing our guys. Notre Dame fans were standing on our sand and our band on the field; a lump came in my throat and said I was cheer ing for us. It was the first time I had changed Ole Miss fans to Notre Dame support.

Good luck to the Fighting Irish.

Jerome S. O'Slooney
Sunnyside, Miss.

ND fans showed class during Ole Miss' game

Dear Editor:

For further information please contact the National Right to Life Committee 13 East Capitol St. N.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 - Phone (202) 445-9568.

Stop U.S. dollars from subsidizing anti-Catholic discrimination in Northern Ireland.

Thank you.

Timothy J. Scannell
Guarneri, Calif.

South Africa not alone in its racial suppression

Dear Editor:

The emotional discussion of apartheid in South Africa continues. However, we might be conveying the impression that South Africa is the only country that has an official system of racial discrimination. This is incorrect and is an erroneous impression.

For the sake of accuracy, it should be pointed out that not all South African countries still have legal racial discrimination. Namibian countries discriminate against someone - whites, or Jews, or Asians, or non-Mas rian religious groups or tribes out of favor with the government.

For the time they gained independence, most black African states, except Kenya and South Africa, have followed a government policy of anti-white discrimination, Libya, for example, constitutionally limits citizen's access to "Negroes and persons of color's deserv­ent," and stipulates that "only citizens may vote."

Vincent P. DeSantis
Professor emeritus of history

Ousting Faust equals destroying good morals

Dear Editor:

I read, with great interest, David Anderson's article in The New York Times, which has followed the policies of Notre Dame for the entire game is just another

standing for the entire game is just another

purposeless act of standing for the entire game.

there are two factors which never seem to come into public attention when you talk about college football today, and especially football at Notre Dame.

It is time now for persons in authority to educate the American public and to enforce procedures to strengthen our game. Notre Dame fans have fought and always will fight against some schools which abide by a different code of ethics. We all know of schools that have been placed on probation time and time again, but continue to operate in a man­ner which, although it permits those schools to the athletes who actually graduate. An

suffered through the game with Penn State but, unlike "most fans," do not blame the outcome of the game on Notre Dame. There are two factors which never seem to come into public attention when you talk about college football today, and especially football at Notre Dame.

It is time now for persons in authority to educate the American public and to enforce procedures to strengthen our game. Notre Dame fans have fought and always will fight against some schools which abide by a different code of ethics. We all know of schools that have been placed on probation time and time again, but continue to operate in a man­ner which, although it permits those schools to the athletes who actually graduate. An

ND apartheid support shameful to an alumnus

Dear Editor:

I have a copy of the Sun City record, and it seems to be a valid attempt to aid the im­provement of lifestyles for all South Africans, support for the economy is for the support for the South African government works to end the policy of apartheid, there can be no other response to a policy that is so very wrong.

I have a copy of the Sun City record, and it seems to be a valid attempt to aid the im­provement of lifestyles for all South Africans, support for the economy is for the support for the South African government works to end the policy of apartheid, there can be no other response to a policy that is so very wrong.

While "constructive engagement" may be the best available option to aid the im­provement of lifestyles for all South Africans, support for the economy is for the support for the South African government works to end the policy of apartheid, there can be no other response to a policy that is so very wrong.

I have a copy of the Sun City record, and it seems to be a valid attempt to aid the im­provement of lifestyles for all South Africans, support for the economy is for the support for the South African government works to end the policy of apartheid, there can be no other response to a policy that is so very wrong.

I have a copy of the Sun City record, and it seems to be a valid attempt to aid the im­provement of lifestyles for all South Africans, support for the economy is for the support for the South African government works to end the policy of apartheid, there can be no other response to a policy that is so very wrong.
As South Bend and the surrounding environs have been settled (as part of the United States) since the early 1800s, the area's heritage boasts a wealth of fascinating facts and lifestyles. Much of this heritage can be found right in downtown South Bend, where four excellent museums tell of the diverse history of the city.

The Century Center, an inspiring modern complex of five buildings under a common glass roof, houses two of these museums, the Art Center and Discovery Hall. The Art Center has a permanent collection in addition to current displays. In addition to larger shows, there are also monthly exhibitions featuring work by local or regional artists. They are currently featuring an exhibit entitled, "Accumulations: Harold Zisla Retrospective." Zisla is a well-known and well-respected local artist whose works include oils, pastels, and pencil drawings.

Discovery Hall tells the story of local industrial history - a story basic to the understanding of the growth and development of the South Bend area. It was one of the first industrial history museums in the region. The museum installed permanent interpretive exhibits in 1981 with the assistance of a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities. A schedule of temporary displays supplements Discovery Hall's existing permanent exhibits. The museum also offers educational programs, special tour opportunities and research facilities.

Discovery Hall also operates the Studebaker Museum, located at 520 South Lafayette Street. The Studebaker Corporation gave its Historic Vehicle Collection to South Bend in 1966. The collection began as a company museum in 1890 and includes wagons, carriages and automobiles which trace the history of transportation and the Studebaker Corporation.

The Northern Indiana Historical Society, located at 112 South Lafayette Street, was incorporated in 1896 as a non-profit organization for the collection and preservation of objects, documents and books of historic value, and for the dissemination of historical information to the community. The Society's headquarters and museum are housed in the second county courthouse, which is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. It welcomes more than 40,000 visitors and students to tour the museum, use the research facilities, or attend the many special events and programs. In addition, the Museum Educational Outreach Program provides many learning opportunities.

A classic Studebaker from the early 1900s sits in the Studebaker Museum, located at 520 S. Lafayette St. in downtown South Bend.

An ancient Studebaker engine stands on display beside an early model - it's a lot larger than the engines of today.
Suspenseful tale gives actors chance to expand

Special to The Observer

When David Hasselhoff and Stefanie Kramer undertook the roles of Dan Gregory: a troubled detective, and Angie, a woman in distress, in Bridge Across Time, they wanted the parts to be different from the characters they play on their respective hit series, "Knight Rider," and "Hunter.

"Michael Knight, my "Knight Rider" character, is warm, gregarious, fun-loving and unemotional. He's really very much like myself," says Kramer. "Dan Gregory, my character in "Bridge Across Time," is a former big-city detective who once accidentally shot and killed a young kid. That terrible incident ruined his confidence and the guilt he feels makes him quite vulnerable."

"As for Kramer, there's a big difference between the police officer she plays in "Hunter" and the potential victim she plays in the NBC world premiere movie to be televised Friday night. "These two women are contemporary and both must deal with danger, but that's where any similarities stop," says Kramer. "Dee McCall, my "Hunter" character is tough and streetwise. She's been everywhere and done everything. She lives in a big city and nothing surprises her."

"Because Dee Dee is constantly in dangerous situations, she knows how to handle herself. She can fight and use a gun. She is neither defenseless or helpless."

"Now Angie, the character I play in "Bridge Across Time," is a widow living in a small town in Arizona. When her husband died, she had to go out and make a living for herself. Danger and life-threatening situations are something she's never had to deal with before."

"So how does a lady being stalked respond?" Kramer says. "Since she really doesn't know how to defend herself, all she can do is try to get away."

For the NBC movie, Hasselhoff was very careful to avoid the usual mannerism and personality traits associated with his "Knight Rider" role.

"It was important to me to maintain this characterization and not lapse into Michael Knight," he says. "I asked the director to pay close attention to my performance to make sure I never became too warm, personable or well-adjusted."

This is my once-a-year opportunity to do something other than "Knight Rider" and I wanted to make the most of it."

---

History

continued from page 1

opportunities for the schools and the community. The Historical Museum also features the Casaday Repertory Ensemble, a museum theatre group organized to further educate the public about local history. Recently, the ensemble performed a play based on the life of Mother Angela Gillespie, founder of Saint Mary's College.

Randy Isoo, the director of the museum, commented, "There is a wealth of information about South Bend in these museums. I encourage all Saint Mary's and Notre Dame students to come visit and see what the city in which they spend four years all about."

FAMOUS LAST WORDS FROM FRIENDS TO FRIENDS.

"Are you OK to drive?"

"Well, it's bittersweet."

"Did you have too much to drink?"

"It's perfectly fine."

"Are you in any shape to drive?"

"I'm never left behind."

"I think you've had a few too many."

"You killed, I ate dinner."

"With you?"

"You've had too much to drink, let our drivers."

"Nobody drives you but me."

"Are you OK to drive?"

"Who of you are here?"

Doc Pierce's

Restaurant

The Best in Aged Steaks

120 N. Main Street

Downtown, Mishawaka

255-7737

for reservations

Lunch 11:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.

Dinner 5:00 P.M.

Closed Sundays & Holidays

NOW SERVING . . .

SUNDAY BRUNCH

10:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

Adults $7.95 Children $4.95

GREAT WALL

Restaurant And Cocktail Lounge

Authority Szechuan and Chinese Taste

Open 7 Days a Week

Lunches starting at $2.95

Dinners starting at $4.25

2 Locations:

South Bend, 130 Dille Hwy. (Roseland) 782-2727

Elkhart, 610 N. Nappanee St. 293-3409

Break-Up

75¢ SHOTS OF ROOFTOP BEER

ALL NIGHT

DANCING EVERY NIGHT

CHIPS IS THE PLACE FOR FUN AND ENTERTAINMENT
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Irish vs. Louisiana State

Time
Saturday, November 23, 1985
12:20 p.m. EST

Series
Notre Dame 3, Louisiana State 1

Last Meeting
October 27, 1984
Notre Dame 30, Louisiana State 22

Rankings
Notre Dame unranked
(AP) Louisiana State 17th

Tickets
Game is sold out

The Schedule

Notre Dame (5-4)
Sept. 14 - (L) Mich., 20-12
Sept. 21 - (W) Mich. St., 27-10
Sept. 28 - (L) Purdue, 35-17
Oct. 5 - (L) Air Force, 21-15
Oct. 19 - (W) Army, 24-10
Oct. 26 - (W) USC, 37-3
Nov. 2 - (W) Navy, 41-17
Nov. 9 - (W) Miss., 37-14
Nov. 16 - (L) Penn St., 36-6
Nov. 23 - LOUISIANA ST.
Nov. 30 - at Miami

Louisiana State (6-1-1)
Sept. 14 - (W) N. Car., 23-13
Sept. 21 - (W) Colo. St., 17-3
Oct. 5 - (L) Florida, 20-0
Oct. 12 - (W) Vandy, 49-7
Oct. 19 - (W) Kentucky, 10-0
Nov. 2 - (W) Miss., 14-0
Nov. 9 - (T) Alabama, 14-14
Nov. 16 - (W) Miss. St., 17-15
Nov. 23 - at Notre Dame
Nov. 30 - at Tulane
Dec. 7 - EAST CAROLINA

The Stadium

Notre Dame Stadium (59,075)

TV and Radio
WNDU-TV (Ch. 16)
Jack Nolan and Jeff Jeffers
USA Network national telecast
Eddie Doucette and Kyle Rote, Jr.
Television Enterprise Network
70 markets nationwide
Harry Kalas and Jack Ham

Notre Dame Mutual Radio Network
Tony Roberts and Tom Pagna
WNDU-AM 1500

Irish Extra

The best seat in the house
Various people do their work in press box

By PHIL WOLF
Sports Writer

(The Observer Photo

There are approximately 275 seats on the first level of the box.

The end of a great career
Dreams not realized, but Pinkett still shines

By LARRY BURKE
Assistant Sports Editor

Pinkett, the most prolific running back in Notre Dame history, will play his last game in Notre Dame Stadium Saturday afternoon. And while the senior tailback's final game marks the end of a career of outstanding personal achievements, it also brings to a close four years of disappointment and frustration.

Pinkett came to Notre Dame with dreams of winning one national championship after another. But the reality of his four-year career has been quite different; a 25-18-1 record with two minor bowl appearances. In each of his four seasons at Notre Dame, Pinkett has seen his dream of a national championship slip away.

"As an underclassman you always have the hope of getting it (the national championship) the following year," he says. "I know I thought the same way. I would always tell myself, 'next year.' But as a senior, the end is in sight. And when you don't have the following year to look forward to, I think you're able to deal with reality a little more.

"You just know that all you can do is make the best out of what's left. I guess we knew after the Purdue game (a 35-17 loss) that we weren't going to win a national championship. It hurt a lot of us, and it hurt me especially, but you've just got to suck it up and go."

But while the team's record during Pinkett's tenure has not been as outstanding as he had hoped, he admits that his personal achievements have far exceeded his expectations. In addition to his school-record 3,951 career yards, he also is the active NCAA leader in career points scored with 314, and he stands fifth in the NCAA in career touchdowns with 52, just seven away from all-time leaders Tony Dorsett and Glen Davis.

He nonetheless tends to downplay his accomplishments.

"The rushing record and all my other personal achievements don't mean that much to me right now," Pinkett says. "I guess that's because I equate success with the number of wins we have. So personal achievements are things that I really don't look at until after the season. Those are things that really aren't that important to me.

"Sure I'd like to go over 100 yards each game, score a few touchdowns, but I like to do them in a way where I'm contributing to a winning effort. And with the rushing record, I'm sure the impact of it isn't even going to hit me until right or 10 years down the road. But I'm honored to have the record in my name - it is a milestone."

As is typical for him, Pinkett doesn't forget the teammates who helped make it all possible.

"I can do nothing but just thank the offensive linemen that have been with me all four years," says the 5-9, 185-pound senior. "That's guys like Tim Scahill, Mike Perrino and Ron Pianta. These are guys that have literally paved the way for me. I owe those guys a lot of credit."

Action begins in the press box early in the week before a home football game. By Thursday, the telephone comes in buzzy connecting phone lines for writers and broadcasters, and television crews begin moving in their equipment.

Approximately three hours before kickoff, service personnel begin to arrive. They stock the two snack bars, various people do their work in press box, check equipment and make final arrangements to see that the press box will be ready for the arrival of the hundreds of reporters and broadcasters covering the game.

Close to game time, the box is characterized by what Heisler calls "organized chaos." Writers are relaxing; broadcasters are rushing to finish their pregame preparations; photographers take their last opportunity to grab a hot dog.

see BOX, page 2-3

Pinkett's outstanding career is about to come to a close.
Seniors provide 'ND moments'

Chuck Freeby
Irish Items

Hello again, everybody!

This column has never been noted for its compassion, and it probably never will be. However, we are going to forego any comments about last week's debacle at Penn State. There is nothing that can be said.

Instead, we have to concentrate on matters at hand, namely Saturday's game with LSU. The Tigers provide another Top Twenty opponent for the Irish, and some are pointing to the irony that Gerry Faust's first home opponent could be his last as well. All of that doesn't matter though to a group of 22 seniors who will play their last game at Notre Dame Stadium.

All they want is a win.

One's heart has to go out to this senior class. They came to Notre Dame with big dreams, and those dreams have not been realized. Don't think for a moment, though, this senior class has failed. It has provided us with many of what Digger Phelps likes to call "Irish Notre Dame moments."

Reflect upon these moments as you enter Notre Dame Stadium Saturday. They are provided courtesy of the Notre Dame football class of 1986.

• Sept. 12, 1986 - Notre Dame 77, USC 6 - Notre Dame has a game- winning streak to the hated Trojans as Pinkett put the ball one time for one yard. He would score their first more times for a few more yards in the last two開發期.

• Sept. 20, 1986 - Notre Dame 28, Purdue 14 - A forgettable game with the exception of one event. A little-known reserve running back named Pinkett carried the ball one time for one yard. He would also score his first touchdown.

• Nov. 6, 1986 - Notre Dame 34, Pitt 16 - Dan Marino and Co. are supplied from their No. 1 ranking by the upset-minded Irish. Blair Kiel and Joe Howard linked up on a flea-flicker to give the Irish the lead, before Pinkett broke open a close game with a 76-yard run to greatness.

• Oct. 22, 1985 - Notre Dame 27, USC 6 - Notre Dame snaps a five- game losing streak to the hated Trojans as Pinkett puts on one of the best performances of his career, rushing for 122 yards and three TDs.

• Dec. 9, 1985 - Notre Dame 19, Boston College 18. The Irish win their first bowl game since Jan. 1, 1979, as Pinkett once again rushes for over 100 yards. Furjanic comes up with an interception of Doug Plutte to spearhead the defense, which kept the Eagles from scoring on their final drive.

• Sept. 15, 1984 - Notre Dame 24, Michigan State 20. After an opening-week loss to Purdue, many people gave up on the Irish when they trailed 17-0 at the end of the first quarter. However, Notre Dame roars back as Mike Haywood goes over on plays (or that he being over head?) to block a punt which sets up the winning touchdown.

• Oct. 27, 1984 - Notre Dame 30, LSU 22. A 3-4 Irish squad refuses to become "Tiger Bait" for highly-ranked LSU and pulls off the upset. Pinkett carries the ball a school-record 40 times for 162 yards and, son of a gun, the Irish have some fun on the Bayou.

• Nov. 24, 1984 - Notre Dame 19, USC 7. The "beautiful people" in Los Angeles (pronounced Los An-guhl-leers) are covered with mud, but it doesn't faze the Irish. Give some credit to the defense, which forced turnovers, including recoveries by Greg Dingens and Rick DiBernardo.

• Nov. 19, 1984 - Notre Dame 24, Army 10. Remember back that named Pinkett. Well, he just happens to become Notre Dame's all- time leading rusher as he runs for 133 yards in the Irish win over the 19th-ranked Cadets. Tony Parunjcical makes a career-high 18 tackles at the Irish defense snags the wildcard.

• Oct. 26, 1985 - Notre Dame 57, USC 7. This Irish team becomes the first to win three in a row over Trojans since the early '50s. Pinkett runs for 110 yards (ho-hum), Ballage intercepts a pass and Parunjcical makes 15 stops to key the win.

• Nov. 23, 1985 - Notre Dame vs. LSU.

Here's the chance for the seniors to put a happy end to what has been an otherwise disappointing career. They owe no one any apologies. They owe nothing to their fellow students. The only people they owe a win is to themselves.

Fits description of a kicker
Carney combines strength with accuracy

By MICHAEL J. CHMIEL
Sports Writer

The position of kicker on a football team is one that requires a player who is able to kick a ball for a good distance with a flat amount of accuracy. It requires someone who has a strong foot and who is strong enough mentally to block out the pressures which may be placed on kicks that might mean the difference between victory and defeat.

Irish kicker John Carney is one who is able to fit the bill of a kicker and fit it well. His kickoffs usually fall deep in the end zone or pass over it, and his scoring attempts usually result in points for Notre Dame.

"The toughest thing about kicking footballs is probably the mental aspect of the game," explains Carney. "Most kickers who make it to the collegiate level have the physical ability and technique to get the ball through the uprights. And from there on out, it's just a matter of working on your mental concentration and your muscle control and staying healthy to be successful."

The 5-10, 170-pound Carney originally came to Notre Dame without any guarantees that he would play football or that he would earn a scholarship.

In high school, his first love was soccer, a sport he played from sixth grade onward. In his sophomore year at Cardinal Newman High School in West Palm Beach, Fla., he was asked to both punt and kick for the football team, something he showed he could do quite well. While averaging 41.8 yards per punt, he also nailed field goals of 46 and 47 yards as a junior, and 42 and 49 yards as a senior.

Carney was recruited primarily by Ivy League schools and other southeastern schools looking for a kicker to bore the ball deep on kickoffs. He only looked at Notre Dame while the Irish were in the process of recruiting running back Alonzo Jefferson. With a lack of opportunities to play for other major programs, Carney decided to make the best of his acceptance to Notre Dame.

Carney has all the tools to be a successful college kicker. He not only has a strong right foot, but he has the necessary accuracy. On top of that, Carney has the mental toughness a kicker needs.

Seniors play game at ND

Pat Ballage
Ray Carter
John Cooney
Pat Cusack
Rick DiBernardo
Larry Diedrick
Greg Dingens
Tom Doerger
Eric Dorsey
Tony Furjanic
John Grieb
Mike Haywood
Shawn Heffern
Karl Hillerman

Box
continued from page 1

When the game starts, however, Harden knew all about every form during the game. "We're just going to be as good as possibly can be, and the reason why the press box exist media."

Four television monitors in the press box, with individually controlled decks of sound, are available for media personnel.

Four accountants keep track of the game, while approximately 400 departmental employees de- served. The Irish team crew has up to 10 people working.

Above all five bowl coaches, dietitians, and students outdoor people.

In the B operator down with the

Rich Stone has been doing a lot of coffee media.

The two are brought by an in the special and

And the writer's

"It all" But,}
It’s pressure it’s welcome
The support I get from my family means a lot to me. Pinkett says, and “the support my parents give me is something I’ve always felt. My parents felt that it was always important to support me in whatever I did. And that is the support where they weren’t just there when it was time for me to receive an award, but support where they had to help me through the hard times.

“They’ve always felt it was very important. In eighth grade they even came to watch me in a fahion show that I was in. My parents have always been people that I could go to with anything. I didn’t have to hide a thing from them. I’ve been very lucky to have two very loving parents.”

And Notre Dame fans have been very lucky to have seen the most productive runner in Irish history in Pinkett.

"I think we (the players) have had enough adniurlity that we’re able to deal with any type of adversity we get once we get out of here."

— Allen Pinkett

Allen Pinkett’s Notre Dame career records

- rushing yards — 3,951
- rushing attempts — 841
- 100-yard games — 20
- rushing touchdowns — 48
- total touchdowns — 52
- scoring — 314 points
- all-purpose yardage — 5,016

Dream comes true with opening win

Time Capsule

by Marty Burns

I think I’ll retire now. Yeah, this is a good time to retire. — Gerry Faust

Oh, how times have changed. Five years ago Notre Dame’s rookie head coach stated those words after his Irish had named the No. 1 team in the land. Ironically, it came after Faust’s very first game as an assistant, a 27-9 victory in Notre Dame Stadium, over LSU of all teams.

For the jubilant and well-received coach, the whole affair was a dream-come-true. Before the game with the Tigers, Notre Dame was high on itself and confident. Afterward, however, back at handsome South Bend’s stadium, a combination of several upset and a great performance by the Irish left Faust in doubt as to who would be given the top spot that next week.

Faust certainly had his team in top shape mentally, as both offense and defense came out of the tunnel fired up and ready to win one for the old coach. The defense set up the first touchdown minutes into the game, while the offense added a long scoring drive moments after to demonstrate the completeness of the Irish attack.

If the new coach had even the slightest notion that he was in over his head, he only had to look across the field at the entire Tiger bench. Or as LSU quarterback Alan Rober, whoumbled the ball away at his own 20-yard line to set up that first Notre Dame score. Five short

plays after sophomore quarterback Blair Kiel, who would share the passing duties every two series with Tim Kriegel, connected with fullback Larry Morrissey for the touchdown.

Before Faust’s thrill had worn off, the Irish struck again, this time on a 31-yard scamper by his six-yard touchdown scamper. The drive was capped after 72 seconds after an LSU punt, and was helped by a 41-yard run by another great tailback, Greg Bell.

By the finish, the Irish offense would rack up 576 yards in total offense. Many of these yards were accumulated by recent Michigan wingback Tony Hunter, a future NFL first-round draft pick, who added a touchdown to the winners’ cause with a short run.

The defense, meanwhile, came up with several more big plays after the early fumble recovery that set up the Irish lead. Cornerback Stacey Toran put an end to one lengthy Tiger drive with a leaping end zone interception, while All-American linebacker Bob Cabel made four consecutive stops within the Irish two-yard line to stop another.

It seemed that nothing on that day could spoil it for Faust, who had spent much of the early afternoon socializing with students and fans at the nearby campus. The rotten taste of defeat would come the following week in Michigan, when the Wolverines dethroned Notre Dame from its perch atop the rankings.

Many would claim it has been all downhill for the Irish since. And, although few complaints were heard on that day, many have come in the following years.

Of course, there is one thing no one can ever take away from Faust — this day in 1981 when he won his first game on the college level.
The Game

By ERIC SCHUEERMANN
Assistant Sports Editor

After last week's tough loss to No. 1 Penn State, one might think that the Notre Dame football team would have a hard time getting ready for Saturday's contest against the LSU Tigers.

But Irish head coach Gerry Faust says this is not so. He feels the team has bounced back from the loss and is ready to face the Tigers, who are #17 in the AP poll with a record of 6-1.

"The mood of the team is excellent," said Faust earlier this week. "We've had some good practices, and both the players and coaches are in an excellent frame of mind. We've got a real challenge Saturday against LSU, and we're looking forward to it."

The Tigers will be coming to Notre Dame Stadium looking to gain a measure of revenge after losing to the Irish, 50-22, last year.

The Irish, meanwhile, will be trying to lift their record to 6-2 in a season that has seen them head into the season finale against Miami in the Orange Bowl. A win would give the Irish seven straight victories at home, and keep their last year's 44-7 win over Penn State.

"We're playing another team that would like to make amends for last year, just like Penn State did last week," said Faust. "LSU's still in the running for some big things as far as the bowl situation goes, so they're going to come in here and play hard and we've got to be ready for that."

Notre Dame's offense vs. LSU's defense:

This matchup could very well be where the game is decided. The Irish offense performed very well during the team's four-game winning streak, but had trouble last week against a strong Nittany Lions defense. Things will get no easier Saturday against the LSU defense, ranked second in the nation in scoring defense, allowing only 9.0 points per game.

The Irish will start Steve Beuerlein at quarterback this week, while using Terry Andrysiak and the whole second unit at times as well. Beuerlein now holds the Notre Dame career record with 195 passing touchdowns, while Andrysiak, who had 15 interceptions going into Saturday's game.

"Defensively, they're really impressive," said Faust. "They've shut out a couple of teams and Florida is the only team to score 20 points against them.

"They've got a very quick defensive football team, probably led by Brooks more than anybody. But their two inside linebackers, Burnell and Canton, are really outstanding. Their rushing defense has been superb all year."

"Their secondary might be the best secondary we've faced this year," he continued. "They're very strong and they cover a lot of ground. They don't have any sets back there, but they average a couple of interceptions a week as they're getting the job done."

LSU's offense vs. Notre Dame's defense:

The Tiger offense averages 368.5 yards per game, with a fairly equal balance between rushing (168.5 yards) and the pass (200.0 yards). They're going up against an Irish defense that has allowed just 16 points per game over the last five games.

The Tigers are led by senior quarterback Jeff Wickersham, who has completed 140 of 248 passes for 1,530 yards, while throwing only six interceptions.

Running backs Dalton Hilliard (174 rushes for 744 yards and nine touchdowns) and Garry James (78 for 424, 5 TDs) lead the rushing attack.

James also leads in the receiving department with 36 catches for 516 yards. Split end Wendell Davis has hauled in 24 passes for 372 yards, while Hilliard also has 24 catches for 249 yards.

"Offensively, they've got the best pair of backs we've faced this year," said Faust. "Both Hilliard and James are back running, and they really possess a lot of speed. And Wickersham is a top-notched quarterback with a lot of experience. They really have a diversified pass attack because of the way they throw the running backs.

They're a very experienced team offensively, and they do a lot of different things with the ball. They run from a lot of different formations, and they really present a lot of problems for you because of their speed."

The Irish defense is led by inside linebackers Tony Furjanic and senior noseguard Mike Kieran to the lineup last week. Notre Dame went back to its standard three-tackle, four-linebacker scheme most of the way against Penn State.

Senior Eric Doney, who leads the team with 12 tackles for minus yardage, will start at left tackle, along with Kieran and sophomore Jeff Kuss across the front. Kuss will back up Kiano at right tackle.

Sophomore Cedric Figaro will start at left outside linebacker, while junior Robert Banks will get the nod on the right side. The LSU contest figures to have special significance for Figaro, who comes from Lafayette, La., and is the only resident of that state on the Irish roster.

Junior free safety Steve Lawrence heads the Irish secondary with five fumble recoveries and two interceptions. Senior Eric Dorsey, who leads the Irish secondary with five fumble recoveries and two interceptions. Senior Eric Dorsey, who leads the Irish secondary with five fumble recoveries and two interceptions.
Entire film was so overwhelmingly un-believable and predictable that I would have nodded off during the film if it hadn't been for the sound of 55 million megawatt machine guns firing and the trash of garbage trucks loaded through the theater.

For those who aren't quite familiar with the theme of the previous two "Death Wish" movies, Charles Bronson plays a tough cop vigilante named Paul "Death Wish" Anderson. The movie takes place in Chicago (in the first) and Notre Dame, Michigan (in the second), nocturnal streets of good taste and finally through the theater.

Bronson is sent by the chief of police, the movie gets ridiculously violent. We are treated to such lovely visions as and old woman with her throat slit, a man being plunged into an axle and a gang member getting his forehead impaled on a nail. All of this violence comes to a boil as Bronson continues to wipe out bad guys with his pistol that is "powerful enough to stop any large game animal." Oh boy.

Finally, this movie ends in a blaze of glory as a myriad of gang members from other sections of the Big Apple descend on Bronson's neighborhood by request from Bronson's nemesis. These hoodlums price to cars and bomb buildings as a bullet-proof vest clad Bronson moves them down with automatic weapons. In the grand climax of the film, Bronson meets up with his arch-enemy and proceeds to blow him away with an anti-tank gun.

So much for subtlety and so much for "Death Wish III."

Every day night's performance begins after the LSU Football game and includes a pre-game autographed by the team and tickets for a Notre Dame: Senior Dinner.

Saturday the 8 p.m. performance is $4.

Friday's Illustrious Bob Garner will perform in Washington. Combining magic and mentalism, PM Magazine calls him "professional and entertaining." Tickets for the 8 p.m. show are $1 and are available at Rock of the Duc or at the door.

Sponsored by Lyon Hall, the Paint a Shamrock on Your Favorite Dormer fundraiser takes place Saturday starting at approximately 10 a.m. at Lyon Hall. The cost of being painted is $1.

Friday is the Senior Class Block Party at the ACC Hockey Dome from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. Consisting of faculty, staff and seniors, this event features food, non-alcoholic and alcoholic beverages and entertainment.

South Dining Hall is the location for Friday night's Senior Dinner. The event begins after the LSU game and includes a cash bar and entertainment. Tickets are available from the Senior Class office.

Saturday the sophomore class will sponsor a concession stand in front of Alumni Hall. In addition to selling burgers and brats, raffle tickets for a Notre Dame football autographed by the team coaches will be sold.

Sunday the Notre Dame Chamber Orchestra will perform at the Annessenberg Auditorium Friday night at 8 p.m., Saturday night at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday night at 8 p.m. The program, other works which will be performed, are available, and each artist may purchase up to $5.00 worth of tickets. Proceedings for the event help support Notre Dame Chorale and Chamber Orchestra.

The performance of Shaw's Musicalische Exequias Friday will partially rectify this situation, The Choir is under the direction of Craig Wexler.

This work, whose title means "Musical Odesns or" Funeral Music," was commissioned by a nobleman whose court was near Dresden, where Schütz spent most of his mature career. It is a selection of bible verses and stanzas from church hymns of the time as well as a reflection on the brevity of life and the perceived joys of the world to come. Although the Schütz Musicalische Exequias will be the central work on the program, other works will be performed. These works will not only offer a variety of musical styles but also will celebrate yet another anniversary, namely, the many hundreds of St. Cecilia, the patron saint of music, whose feast is celebrated on November 22. In addition to works by Mendelssohn and the contemporary composer, Kodaly, the newly formed School Cantorum will perform works from the Renaissance period. The public is invited to attend the 8 p.m. performance. There is no admission charge.

"Africa and the Americas: A Curator's Choice," continues this weekend at the Seume Museum of Art. Museum hours are 1 to 4 p.m. Saturday and Sunday and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday through Friday.

- "The 1985 100-Mile Radius Graduate and Undergraduate Student Art Exhibition continues this weekend in the Moreau and Littman Theater Galleries at Saint Mary's. Art works from all media are accepted, and each artist may enter up to three pieces. Gallery hours are 9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m., 1 to 3:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and 1 to 3 p.m. Sunday.

- The exhibit, "Africa and the Americas: A Curator's Choice," continues this weekend at the Seume Museum of Art. Museum hours are 1 to 4 p.m. Saturday and Sunday and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday through Friday.

- "The 1985 100-Mile Radius Graduate and Undergraduate Student Art Exhibition continues this weekend in the Moreau and Littman Theater Galleries at Saint Mary's. Art works from all media are accepted, and each artist may enter up to three pieces. Gallery hours are 9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m., 1 to 3:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and 1 to 3 p.m. Sunday.

- The exhibit, "Africa and the Americas: A Curator's Choice," continues this weekend at the Seume Museum of Art. Museum hours are 1 to 4 p.m. Saturday and Sunday and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday through Friday.
Pub a reminder that bars can still be civilized, quiet

DAVE DVORAK
features staff writer

So you've never heard of Dee and Dick's McKinley Pub? That's alright. Very few Domers have.

But even though it lies well off the beaten path leading to Bridget McGuire's Filling Station and The Commons, the McKinley Pub offers a cozy, personable atmosphere with a distinct Fighting Irish flavor.

Even the first-time patron feels at home in this colonial, yet collegiate tavern. In many ways, the decor mimics that of an old English pub. Neatly arranged rows of glassware gleam softly behind the rustic wooden bar. Beneath the dim lighting, the dark brown oaken booths make for comfortable socializing conditions.

The place is kept scrupulously clean and is seasonally decorated. Presently, pumpkins rest on tables, colorful paper leaves hang from the ceiling, and cardboard turkeys and scarecrows brighten the walls.

The pub is also tastefully adorned with Notre Dame paraphernalia. A 1977 National Championship banner hanging from the back wall calls to mind the glory of Fighting Irish yesteryear. Meanwhile, a nearby TV broadcast the games each week, reminding the patron of the not-so-glorious Notre Dame present.

Dee and Dick, the pub's owners, have even gone so far as to suit up three Cabbage Patch dolls as a Notre Dame football player, a Notre Dame cheerleader, and a leprechaun, who together "cheer" the Irish on to victory. And you thought only kids played with those things.

The clientele at the McKinley Pub consists of a low-keyed, noticeably older crowd, generally ranging from the early 30s on up. Most are local regulars who enjoy having a quiet beer with their friends in familiar surroundings. You get the feeling that even your parents would feel comfortable here.

The juke box selection reflects the older crowd, featuring nothing but '50s and '60s records. Other diversions include pinball and electronic darts.

Drinks are very affordable: $3.50 will get you a pitcher of Michelob; mixed drinks range from $1.25 to $1.50. The pub also has a great selection of sandwiches, including chicken patties, ham and cheese, and roast beef, all served with potato chips for $1.25 to $1.50. The sandwiches are good, but because they're heated in a microwave, they may not always be completely cooked.

Meatballs, deviled crab's meat, smoked eggs and Tombstone pizzas are other good choices from the menu.

In a nutshell, Dee and Dick's McKinley Pub is a well-kept tavern, distinguished by its older, respectable patrons and its friendly, relaxed atmosphere. That might sound incredibly boring to you.

Located at 2930 McKinley Ave. in South Bend, Dee and Dick's McKinley Pub is open from 3 p.m. to 1 a.m. Monday through Thursday, 3 p.m. to 3 a.m. on Friday, and 12 p.m. to 3 a.m. on Saturday.

The friendly service at Dee and Dick's McKinley Pub helps complete the English pub-type atmosphere.

Last Call
to all Windham Hill fans!

Will appear at the Dining Halls between 11:00am and 1:00pm

November 23rd
Washington Hall at 8:00pm

Tickets $7.00 / $4.00 with student I.D. Sold at Nightwinds, Record Connection and Office of Student Activities.

Friday, November 22nd
Evening Performance in Washington Hall at 8:00pm

$1.00 with ND/SMC ID
Tickets at Office of Student Activities
Euphoria of cocaine outweighed by its damages

During the past decade, abuse of the drug known as cocaine has reached epidemic proportions. It is a potent diversion, a form of public pedesrianism, and a form where users believe that the drug is doing it once and finding out how good it is.

The widespread use of cocaine is American society because it damages the function and ability of various organs of the body. It is present for the American public. According to Dr. Michael Sherman of Creative Health Services in Mountain View, California, cocaine use and abuse will at least double before the end of the decade.

What makes cocaine such an overwhelming drug is its ability to create a sense of euphoria which is present for the American public. According to Dr. Michael Sherman of Creative Health Services in Mountain View, California, cocaine use and abuse will at least double before the end of the decade.

During the 1980s, the recreational use of cocaine increased dramatically. This increase was most pronounced in urban areas with large populations of young people. The use of cocaine became a major problem in cities like New York, Los Angeles, and San Francisco. In these cities, the drug was easily available and widely used.

The illegal nature of cocaine made it difficult to study the effects of its use. However, research has shown that cocaine can cause a variety of physical and psychological problems. It can lead to addiction, damage the brain, and cause mental health problems.

Cocaine use can lead to significant social, psychological, and physical problems. It can cause dependence, withdrawal symptoms, and overdose. It can also lead to a decreased ability to concentrate, memory loss, and reduced cognitive function.

The effects of cocaine use can be severe and long-lasting. It can lead to health problems such as heart disease, stroke, and respiratory problems. It can also lead to social problems such as job loss, family problems, and legal issues.

Despite the risks, the use of cocaine continues to be widespread. It is estimated that millions of people in the United States use cocaine regularly. The illegal nature of the drug makes it difficult to know the exact number of users, but it is believed that the number of users is in the millions.

The use of cocaine can have significant health and social consequences. It is important to understand the risks associated with its use and to seek help if you or someone you know is struggling with cocaine addiction.

Viewpoint

ND seniors should play last home game proudly

I wish I had gotten to know many of you personally. Maybe that is just the ex-high school football player coming out in me, but I would have loved to know a group of guys who played for Notre Dame four years ago and finding out how you are doing. For your entire life, you will have those memories. Just the same, I hope I will see you at the game this Saturday night.

Viewpoint Policy

• All letters to the editor submitted to The Observer become the property of The Observer. Letters must be typed, no longer than 250 words and signed by the author. The Observer reserves the right to edit all material received.
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Founded November 3, 1966
Father Robert Griffin

Letters to a Lonely God

The Irish had expected to make the game a very close one. But when the final gun sounded, Notre Dame had won a football game!

not the least bit like a woman's

Bull, 1935. A bewildered photographer tried to

The Purdue coach selected a reliable play

Notre Dame's Winning Percentage in Major Competition

Tom Robert's extra point gave the Irish

At the end of the game, the Purdue

John Boswell told the great Dr. Ellis

And then there was the greatest legend of

second in the world, where the dark shadows fall, and the faith problems have to be worked out.

A very close game against Notre Dame was won by the Irish!

The Purdue coach selected a reliable play that had worked to perfection all season long. His senior quarterback, the speedster in the Big Ten, faked a handoff to the fullback, and the Purdue defense was not in the right spot. Notre Dame quarterback, with the game tied at 6-6, took the ball out of the backfield and ran for the first touchdown, spoiling his debut as a Purdue quarterback. The Irish would need to retaliate.

At the end of the game, the Purdue

When they get here, some of them need to begin with the theology primer.

In last week's episode, Father Rockne (the ghost of Knute Rockne) unveiled the "Ten Commandments of Notre Dame," ten rules of conduct (applicable on and off the field) that, if followed, would guide the team to victory.

Nobody wanted to write books that were going to be zapped by the Lord's rays. Rockne, however, had even had a chance to discuss them. The holy truth of Church doctrine was becoming as dead-ended as the fossils in a museum case. Something had to be done, he said. Three years later, John XXIII an- nounced the Council.

The miracle of this little book is that it represents the efforts of young Christians to think creatively about faith, for heaven's sake: hell, sin, grace, God, and the Kingdom of God. Ninety percent of the students go to Mass on Sunday, half of them go on missions of mercy to the widows and orphans. I like meeting students, full of holy curiosity, trying to figure out what they think about their everlasting questions. Only a Catholic cur- rent-god would chide them for their doubts. They should be praised for letting in the Spirit of God. I often think of the great truths. They are doing what pilgrims of the absolute have always done: fighting against the darkness rather than curing the darkness.

"Wednesday's Observer carried a review of a novel written by a "jewel at tivity."

The book was devastat- ing in its picture of college-age youth. Ellis and Collins were speaking for thousands of souls. "The God of the requirements of a class he

In the fall of 1946 and graduated in the spring of 1949. In all that time, they never saw a Notre Dame football team lose. Frank Leahy's "jads," as he called them, had compiled an overall score of 560-2. He remembered attending a game in 1948 when Notre Dame welcomed the 1949 championship team from Ohio State for a "silver anniversary" celebration. The modern Irish team had trailed at halftime. After the 1949 team members had been introduced during the pregame ceremonies, the modern Irish chanted, "Suit 'em up! Suit 'em up!" At the time, most of them were in their 50s. The coach kept track of everything that impacted on the Notre Dame football program. He gave Father Theodore Hesburgh, the world-renowned president of Notre Dame who had won more honorary degrees than Knute Rockne had won football games, wasn't immune. At one of Hesburgh's many retirement parties, the president of the Notre Dame Club of Chicago had publicly called attention to the Irish ball team's winning percentage during the Hesburgh years.
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Sports Briefs

The ND / SMC ski team will hold a meet Monday from 6:30 - 7:30 p.m. in the LaFortune Little Theater. Fundraising materials will be distributed and all members should attend. For more information call Tony Jordan at 283-4075. - The Observer

The ND Weight and Fitness Club will sponsor a bench press competition on Sunday, Dec. 1 at 8 a.m. and a sit-up competition on the third floor weight room of the Rockne Memorial Building, and any member of the ND football team or the weight club is welcome. For more information call Pat Brown at 283-2060. - The Observer

An NVA one-on-one basketball tournament will be held Monday, Dec. 2 at 7 p.m. on the ACC Arena floor. Separate double-elimination contests will be held for men under and over six feet tall and for women. Registrations will be accepted at the NVA office in the ACC until Wednesday, Nov. 27. - The Observer

NVA All-nighter T-shirts are still available at a cost of $4 at the NVA office in the ACC. Shirts can be picked up from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday. - The Observer

An NVA hydrobatics sample class will take place Friday at 7 p.m. in the Roth Aquatic Center. Non-swimmers are welcome to partake in the water aerobics. For more information call the NVA office. - The Observer

A pep rally for the ND football team will be held Friday at 7 p.m. in Stepan Center. Guest speakers will include Allen Pinkster, Mike Larkin, coach Mal Moore and Head Coach Gerry Faust. - The Observer

In Stepan Center, December 2 at 7 p.m., the ND winter basketball team will play the New Orleans Advertiser. - The Observer

- The Observer Sports Briefs legends located on the third floor of LaFortune Student Center, accepts classified advertising from 3:30 p.m. until 2:45 a.m. Monday through Friday. The Observer Sports Briefs legend, located on the third floor of Hagge Center, accepts classifieds from 3:30 p.m. until 2:45 a.m. Monday through Friday. Deadline for next classifieds is 3:45 p.m. All classifieds must be prepaed, either on or in the half charge. A copy of the charge is prepaid.

Openers

continued from page 20

spots. The guards are Keith Miller, a 6-2 junior, and Matt Weber, a 6-3 senior. Wingard and Weber are the top guns for St. John's. Wingard averaged 13.1 points and 6.1 rebounds last season, while Weber chipped in 12.9 points and 9.3 rebounds.

Nico Dame is coming off an impressive 109-88 exhibition win Wednesday night over the visiting Olimpia of Yugoslavia. In that game, Ken Rovaitis started in place of Bartlow and led the host team with 32 points, 26 of which came off fast breaks. Rivers adding 15 points and 10 assists.

As against Stelmet Olimpia, Nico Dame coach Digger Phelps will start a lineup of Rivers and Smith with guard, Barlow and Donald Royal at forward, and Tim Kempton at center.

Classifieds
Saint Mary's basketball team opens '85-'86 season Friday at Kalamazoo

By KELLY PORTOLESE
Saint Mary's Sports Editor

Will this year's Saint Mary's basketball team have "the right stuff?"

Coach Marvin Wood will get his first indication Friday when his Belles open the 1985-86 campaign at Kalamazoo College in Michigan.

Wood will be looking to improve on last year's disappointing 4-16 showing.

Once again the Belles will not rely on height to carry them through another basketball season, but Wood is optimistic and feels the team has plenty of other talents to fill the gaps.

"We're improved over last year," says the second-year coach. "But we're not a lot bigger, but we have good overall quickness and better-than-average outside shooting skills."

"I also like the overall attitude. The players seem to care for each other. You can tell by the way they interact."

Freshman Jennifer Harte is the team's tallest player at 5-11.

"Jennifer was a definite need for us for size," says Wood. "She's a player who will walk right in and fit in. She's well received by both the players and coach."

Harte is joined by eight other freshmen who will join by one senior and one junior.

The lone senior Beth Kkeber, a three-year veteran of the squad who was the team's leading rebounder and second-leading scorer last season. And according to Wood, the forward is one of the team's top defensive players.

"Beth is important in everything I can think of as far as basketball is concerned," says Wood.

Junior point guard Kris Pan­
teller's quickness on the court will be heavily relied on by the Belles.

"Kris's quickness will help us offensively and defensively," says Wood. "Most of our defensive plays will key off her. She gets off quick on the break."

"A big help to us will be four sopho­mones letter winners."

Leading the pack will be Tammy Rather, last season's leading scorer out of Saint Joseph, Mich. Classmate Rachel Bir was a frontline reserve last year but plays like a veteran this year.

Loretta Raycroft's aggressiveness has earned her the nickname "The Brusier." She was used in a supporting role last year and is challenging to be a front-line contributor this year.

Center-forward Stephanie Duke is much improved over last year. The Virginias Beach, Va. native's quick­ness and shooting ability should aid the Belles offensively.

Sophomore newcomer Trish Hug should also aid the Belles with her ballhandling skills and aggressives­ly.

Cathy Mansfield, Tricia McClos­key and Lisa McGrath have all shown signs of aggressiveness and accord­ng to Wood, will help out on the front line.

In the backcourt, Wood will look to freshman Laura Danch, Tricia Hannigan, Kellie O'Beirn and Sharon Repik for their quickness, ball handling and excellent defensive play.

Another freshman, Sheila Zinnter, is sidelined with a knee injury and should be a strong contributor when she can begin practicing.

The ND Wrestling team will travel to St. Louis, Mo. tomorrow to take part in the St. Louis Open tournament. - The Observer

WVFI Sports, AM-64, will broadcast Friday's ND-St. Joseph's (Ind.) basketball game beginning at 7:50 p.m. with Pete Pranica and Frank Mauro calling the play-by-play. On Saturday, WVFI will air coverage of the ND-LSU football game beginning with "The Irish Today" at 11:45 a.m. Pete Pranica and Kelly Brothers will describe the action. - The Observer

The ND Rowing Club will hold a dock party Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the boathouse. All members should attend. For more information, call Stephanie Jordan at 288-5574. - The Observer

The ND Charity Bowl to raise money for injured student Kevin Hurley will take place Sunday at 1 p.m. in Notre Dame Stadium. An all-star team of ND women flag football players will play an all-star team of SMC players at 1 p.m., followed by the men's inter­ball football championships. Cost of the event is $5, and students may purchase tickets at 12:30 p.m. the day of the game at Gate 14. - The Observer

The Off-Campus hockey team will practice Sunday at 11:15 p.m. at the ACC. All players should attend and bring $5 for ice time. - The Observer

We're Having a Party—
A Publishing Party

Come meet James O'Tourke
Editor of Reflections In The Dome

8-10 pm, Nov. 22, in the Library Auditorium

Take a bit of Notre Dame history home with you when you leave campus

Available in the bookstore
From Juniper Press

LET US CATER YOUR TAILGATER!

Go ND beat L.S. U.
Saturday, November 23

Lee's
Famous Recipe

2" OFF BUCKET PACK
REG. PRICE $14.99

$12.99

16 pieces of delicious Famous Recipe Fried Chicken. Your choice of 3 side items and 8 buttermilk biscuits

COUPON EXPIRES 11-25-85

50" OFF CHICKEN DINNER
REG. PRICE $3.95

$2.69

3 pieces of chicken, your choice of 2 side items and a buttermilk biscuit

Limit 2 dinners per coupon COUPON EXPIRES 11-25-85

ENJOY
"The Best Coffee In Town"

Taste . . .
The Big Difference
Really Good
Coffee Makes

- We proudly carry the largest selection of the World's Finest Superior Gourmet Coffee Beans
- Whole or custom ground to your order
- Always Fresh
- 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed- * Mail Order
- Same day delivery, Water processed-Decaffeinated
- Also delicious tea, coffee makers and filters
- Gourmet Coffee and Tobacco Shop

T administrative
6502 Grape Road, University Center
Mishawaka, Indiana (219) 277-6887
Behind Jeremiah Sweeney's
Junior keeps starting QB spot

Beuerlein leads 'salvage operation'

By DENNIS CORRIGAN
Sports Writer

Obviously, this isn't the type of season that the Notre Dame football team wanted to have. With a bowl bid pretty much out of the picture, there isn't much left to salvage, except perhaps pride. Junior quarterback Steve Beuerlein will play a large part in this salvage operation.

"We planned to do a lot better this season," says Beuerlein. "I'm not surprised (with the way the season has gone) since we've failed to execute. We can't be happy with what we've done. But, we've got two games left to get back some respect. Maybe we can go to a bowl game that doesn't mean anything and give the seniors something to remember.

Beuerlein, a native of Fullerton, Calif., carries some of the responsibility for giving the Irish seniors something to look back on.

"My personal feelings are that they're cheated," Beuerlein says. "They're all great guys and deserve to go out with a lot more. I personally wonder what I could have done differently, and a lot of the underclassmen feel the same way.

This season has been different statistically from Beuerlein's first two as the Irish quarterback. On this season he has completed 89 of 178 passes (an even 50 percent) for 1,145 yards, three touchdowns and 10 interceptions. Coming into this season, he ranked at Notre Dame's all-time leading completion percentage leader with 57.0 mark.

Part of the reason for his sub-par performance this year may be an injury to his shoulder suffered last year against Miami which caused him to miss spring practice. Beuerlein, though, doesn't necessarily agree with this.

"It's hard to pinpoint the injury as the source of the problem," he explains. "At the beginning of the season it affected me some. I felt a 100 percent at the time. It really wasn't in our first three games, but every week it got stronger. "It's not an excuse for why my percentage is down or missed receivers."

The shoulder was reinjured in the Irish win over USC which led to yet another question about the quarterback situation. Beuerlein started the next game against Navy, but Terry Andrysiak replaced him after three series. From then on, people have questioned who the starting quarterback would be, especially after Andrysiak performed well in the lockerroom after the Navy game. Beuerlein said he was disappointed that he was still in a supporting role.

"I can understand his reaction," Beuerlein says. "He's hungry to get his chance. He did a great job and deserves a shot."

"After thinking about it Saturday night and Sunday morning, I felt deep inside that Terry would be the starter. The way things were going I thought it probably would happen," Beuerlein, though, remains the starting quarterback, but that has brought about much more adversity for him to weather - the continual questioning about the status of Head Coach Gerry Faust, the booting he received after losses, and the hassles of the media. Beuerlein, though, dealt with questions about Faust for the past few years, Beuerlein says that now he just ignores them.

"You develop immunity to them," he explains. "The freshmen are affected, but for guys that have been around, it doesn't have an effect.

The story in The Enquirer, Beuerlein thinks, has to be taken in context. "It was written at a time when I obviously wasn't playing well," he says. "All the players know what I can do. It hurt to read but after thinking about it and reading it in context, I forgot all about it."

By its nature, the quarterback position draws a lot of attention both on and off the field and from fans and media alike.

"That's part of the commitment of playing quarterback," Beuerlein notes. "I know that coming in. Because of its visibility, handling the ball on every play, you get attention. (The members of the media) are out for stories. Beuerlein continues. Without naming anybody, a lot of them are looking for negative stuff. If you say 'No comment,' they make look like you're hiding something.

Despite the team's performance, Beuerlein has accomplished things, that past Notre Dame quarterbacks haven't. His 10 completions against Penn State made him the all-time leader in pass completions. He is also the only quarterback since Ralph Gugliemi to beat Southern Cal in three successive attempts. Gugliemi accomplished the feat in the 1952 through 1954 seasons.

Hockey

continued from page 20

Defensive mix-up and a 2-1 breakaway enabled Forester winger Steve Seen to post two tallies in the last five minutes of the second period. Ken Spencer, who scored Lake Forest's first goal on a power play, and Mike Przybysz assisted on both scores.

"It was unbelievable," said Smith of the opening stanza. "We looked like Saturday night after the first period. It looked like we had the same club out there and were starting all over again."

Mark Anger got the Irish on the board at the 1:09 mark of the second when he scooped up McNell's rebounded shot. McNell, an offensive standout thus far in the season, made the play as he was tripped when he intercepted a pass at his own blue line. He swept the length of the rink and after taking Forester goaltender Gary Wellet to his right, backhanded a shot into the net.
It's Alumni vs. Flanner in interhall title game

By MICHAEL KEEGAN
Sports writer

This Sunday at 1 p.m. in the Notre Dame Stadium it will be decided: A season of dedication and hard work will culminate in one final game. The participants, Alumni and Flanner, will battle for the interhall football championship.

Both teams have used moxie and power to literally bull their way to this game. This can be evidenced by Flanner's impressive 7-0 victory over powerful Sorin two weeks ago, and by the fact that Flanner's defense has given up less than four points a game. This can be evidenced by this game. This can be evidenced by the fact that Flanner's defense has given up less than four points a game.

"Their strength on the line is probably their greatest asset," says Alumni captain Paul Laughlin. "In addition, they have an improved offense that we must contain with good team pursuit and line surges."

"We have probably the most physical lines of any team this year," says Flanner captain Tom Sullivan. "Greg Smith, Jim Fitzgerald, John Haydin, and myself need to pass rush well and also block well for the straight forward rush. With consis-
tant line play and improved offensive execution, I believe the team is peaking just in time."

Alumni presents a formidable opponent for Flanner. The team has a strong defense and a well-balanced offense that can explode at any time behind the play of quarterback Ken Schuermann.

"They have a solid team," says Sullivan. "They have a solid defense and a decent offense lead by junior quar-
terback Ken Schuermann."

"We have good team quickness and speed which will help in coun-
tering size," adds Laughlin. "From the defense, we need good pursuit and strong line surges. This will al-

Both captains feel confident that their team will win. 

"The team feels confident," says Laughlin. "They might be a little big-
ger, but our balanced offensive at-
tack and strong defense give us a good shot at winning. If our defense plays as well as it did against Sorin, I feel that our chances rise even higher."

"Even though we suffered through a few early season mistakes, the team as a whole has improved greatly," comments Sullivan. "I think that we can outplay them."

A Flanner running back is dragged down by a Grace defender in action from Flanner's 6-0 semi-

It's Alumni vs. Flanner in interhall title game

A special price break, that is, on Macintosh™, the computer that is helping students everywhere work smarter, quicker and more creatively. The beauty of Macintosh™ is that you don't have to know anything about computers to use one. In fact, you can be creating with Macintosh™ faster than you can carve a turkey or shovel your driveway.

Contact your campus Macintosh™ location for more information about the Holiday Bundles available until December 31. And don't wait for Santa to bring it...he has enough to carry already!

© 1985 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Macintosh is a trademark of Mcintosh Laboratory and is being used with its express permission.

For More Information...
Contact: General Micro
LaFortune Student Center 239-7477
Bennington finishing a tough year

By KATHLEEN MCKERNAN
Sports Writer

Saturday night at 7:50 in the ACC, the Irish women's volleyball team played its final home match of the season. For most of the players, only a season is ending. But for Tracy Bennington, one of two seniors on the team, Friday night will mean the end of her home volleyball career at Notre Dame.

And Bennington, it has been a difficult season to finish with. "Personally, it's been disappointing," Bennington admits. "It's a young team, and I came in with a lot of high expectations."

By the end of the season, Friday night will mean much to win the (North Star) Conference," Bennington says. In that tournament last weekend, the Irish lost the first match to Butler, but beat Loyola to salvage a third-place finish. Although this year may have been difficult, Bennington, who walked on to the team her freshman year after playing in high school for the Air Academy in Colorado, still appreciated the opportunity to play.

"It (Volleyball) teaches you a lot of discipline," Bennington explains. "And although disappointments come, I've really enjoyed it a lot."

The Irish play host to Arizona State Friday night in the ACC for the last home match of the season. "I'm excited for it," Bennington says. "The game should be really tough, but I'm hoping we can pull it out."

The tough fall troubled the senior with only two players from each of the upper classes. "My play has been very erratic," she says. "It's been disappointing to finish with."

"I'm excited for it," Bennington says. "The game should be really tough, but I'm hoping we can pull it out."

The Irish record now stands at 19-20, 7-11 in the ACC, with only two players from each of the middle of the conference," Bennington describes. "The tough fall troubled the senior with only two players from each of the upper classes.

"My play has been very erratic," she says. "It's been disappointing to finish with."

"I'm excited for it," Bennington says. "The game should be really tough, but I'm hoping we can pull it out."

The Irish have carried a roster of two seniors on the team, Friday night will mean much to win the (North Star) Conference," Bennington says. In that tournament last weekend, the Irish lost the first match to Butler, but beat Loyola to salvage a third-place finish.

Although this year may have been difficult, Bennington, who walked on to the team her freshman year after playing in high school for the Air Academy in Colorado, still appreciated the opportunity to play.

"It (Volleyball) teaches you a lot of discipline," Bennington explains. "And although disappointments come, I've really enjoyed it a lot."

The Irish play host to Arizona State Friday night in the ACC for the last home match of the season. "I'm excited for it," Bennington says. "The game should be really tough, but I'm hoping we can pull it out."

The tough fall troubled the senior with only two players from each of the upper classes. "My play has been very erratic," she says. "It's been disappointing to finish with."

Bennington, who expressed concern with her own individual hitter who was looking forward to the ACC, also showed a lot of discipline," Bennington explains. "The tough fall troubled the senior with only two players from each of the upper classes. "My play has been very erratic," she says. "It's been disappointing to finish with."

"I'm excited for it," Bennington says. "The game should be really tough, but I'm hoping we can pull it out."

The Irish have carried a roster of two seniors on the team, Friday night will mean much to win the (North Star) Conference," Bennington says. In that tournament last weekend, the Irish lost the first match to Butler, but beat Loyola to salvage a third-place finish.

Although this year may have been difficult, Bennington, who walked on to the team her freshman year after playing in high school for the Air Academy in Colorado, still appreciated the opportunity to play.

"It (Volleyball) teaches you a lot of discipline," Bennington explains. "And although disappointments come, I've really enjoyed it a lot."

The Irish play host to Arizona State Friday night in the ACC for the last home match of the season. "I'm excited for it," Bennington says. "The game should be really tough, but I'm hoping we can pull it out."

The tough fall troubled the senior with only two players from each of the upper classes. "My play has been very erratic," she says. "It's been disappointing to finish with."

"I'm excited for it," Bennington says. "The game should be really tough, but I'm hoping we can pull it out."

The Irish have carried a roster of two seniors on the team, Friday night will mean much to win the (North Star) Conference," Bennington says. In that tournament last weekend, the Irish lost the first match to Butler, but beat Loyola to salvage a third-place finish.
Ticket office invests weeks of work coordinating distribution process

(Editors' note: The Observer continues its four-part series on the various offices within the Notre Dame athletic department. Today part three focuses on the ticket office.)

By MARTY STRASEN
Sports Writer

Before students stand in line and complain about the hassles of awaiting football and basketball tickets, there should have the opportunity to see the shoes of Notre Dame Ticket Manager Mike Bobinski for a day.

Bobinski and company spend days, weeks and months preparing for games which last only a few hours. But the process is worth the pain for fans who anxiously await the Notre Dame football and basketball seasons.

"We handle tickets for all athletic events, concerts and family show," Bobinski explains. "But football and basketball are our two biggest undertakings - no question about it. Football is by far the biggest."

Calling the process of distributing football and basketball tickets "big is like calling 304-pound football sensation William Perry a little heavy. There is much more to this business than meets the eye.

Bobinski and his 12 assistants (ranging from equipment people to secretaries) begin in late March or early April getting ready for the football season the following fall. Flies are pulled out for alumni, staff, students, and season ticket holders in an effort to update information and prepare for ticket distribution. This is the first step in a process that will take eight to nine months to complete.

"The biggest part of the undertaking is the ticket sale," says Bobinski, a 1979 graduate and former baseball pitcher for the Irish. "We go out to all alumni who have contributed certain minimum levels and offer them applications to purchase games on an individual basis, but there's no guarantee.

This leads to the next phase in ticket distribution. Bobinski calls it "the infamous alumni lottery."

"We distribute about 30,000 applications for both home and away games, and we'll almost always end up with more applicants than seats available."

Because students, staff, administration, season ticket holders and opposing schools are guaranteed tickets for home games, alumni receive the remaining seats via a lottery, which is designed to make sure that no one is shut out of all games, and that no one wins tickets for each game either. Bobinski describes the ticket scramble as "time-consuming but fair."

What follows is a period of ticket distribution and sale which is started in the summer months, and carried right through the season. While the ticket office enjoys the benefits of the lottery during football season (with nearly half of stadium capacity), basketball season is a different story.

"Alumni have no chance for basketball tickets except a few local ones who own season tickets," explains Bobinski. "Half of the arena consists of season ticket holders, about 40 percent are students, and the remaining 10 percent goes to administration, the team, and the like."

Bobinski received an added surprise in handing basketball tickets for the upcoming season - a surplus of students wanting to watch the Irish in their attempts to follow up last year's NCAA Tournament appearance. Season ticket holders had to be turned away and there were still not enough seats available to accommodate some 200 freshmen.

Bobinski's job definitely requires the ability to say no. In a business such as this, a person can count on being contacted by a number of "friends" looking for tickets.

"The trick is to say no but make people think you are saying yes," he says. "You try and sympathize with them but it's usually a situation that I can't do anything about. My responsibilities are to alumni, students, faculty and staff. General requests fall way down on the priority scale."

Bobinski, who was a financial analyst for Walt Disney World in Orlando, Fla. before coming to Notre Dame in April of 1984, is also active on the finance scene at the athletic department. He works on financial reports for all football and basketball games and assists Joe O'Brien in some of the functions of the business office.

"A lot of my job is public relations," notes Bobinski. "When people who are interested in athletics make a phone call they usually end up with me. I have to know how to deal with them and, hopefully, I can solve their problems."

"Our ticket office is unique," he continues. "We have been in the fortunate position of not having to actively market our product. Other schools have fancy brochures promoting their schools and their teams, but we don't need to generate any more interest than there already is."

Bobinski says that the office is looking to become completely automated as soon as funds become available and approval is received, in a attempt to "put us on a par with other ticket offices."

If there is one call that the Notre Dame ticket office fall short of "par" at the present time, Irish supporters can only look forward to the upcoming years.

Complete and total madness returns this weekend in the guise of Marc Ramirez

Santa Claus is coming to town
(Do him a favor and give him a tip)

TAN HAWAIIAN Intro Pkg. Spec. $21.95
sun burning salon
J.M.S. PLAZA 4609 Grape Road Mishawaka 277-7026
(Gift Certificate Available)

The Colonial Pancake House
$1.00 OFF With This Ad
OUR SPECIALTY
OVEN-BAKED
APPLE PANCAKES
U.S. 31 North in Roselawn
(Across from the Holiday Inn) 272-7433

Make it snappy
SNAPPY,
C.A.R RENTAL
Snappy Car Rental offers you
Unlimited Miles Low Daily Rental Rates $26.95-29.95
Lincoln Town Car
Chrysler Fifth Avenues Ford LTD's/Tempes
Chevy Classics
South Bend (219)277-6000
Fort Wayne (219)443-6606
Indianapolis (317)945-9100
Indianapolis (317)247-0333
Nationwide Reservations 1-800-311-7159

Go Irish—Beat Tigers!
The Colonial Pancake House

Champs Announces:
Silkscreening & Sporting Goods
From Thanksgiving till Christmas...
15/% DISCOUNT
to all ND and SMC students, faculty & staff
Edison & E St 33
"Across from King's Cellar"
M-F 10-6, Sat. 10-4, Sun. 2-6
277-7284
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**The Daily Crossword**

| A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z |
| 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 |
| 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 | 32 | 33 | 34 | 35 | 36 | 37 | 38 | 39 | 40 | 41 | 42 | 43 | 44 | 45 | 46 | 47 | 48 | 49 | 50 | 51 | 52 | 53 |
| 54 | 55 | 56 | 57 | 58 | 59 | 60 | 61 | 62 | 63 | 64 | 65 | 66 | 67 | 68 | 69 | 70 | 71 | 72 | 73 | 74 | 75 | 76 | 77 | 78 | 79 |

_Thursday's Solution_

| 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 | 32 | 33 | 34 | 35 | 36 | 37 | 38 | 39 | 40 | 41 | 42 | 43 | 44 | 45 | 46 | 47 |
| 48 | 49 | 50 | 51 | 52 | 53 | 54 | 55 | 56 | 57 | 58 | 59 | 60 | 61 | 62 | 63 | 64 | 65 | 66 | 67 | 68 | 69 | 70 | 71 | 72 | 73 |

---

**Campus**

**FRIDAY, NOV. 22**

- 8:30 P.M. - 9:30 P.M. - Block Party, ACC
- Sponsored by Senior Class
- 9:30 P.M. - Concert, Notre Dame vs. Arizona State, ACC
- 10:00 P.M. - Dance Concert, Works in Progress, Regina Hall Dance Studio, Sponsored by Abiogenesis Dance Collective, $1.00
- 11:00 P.M. - Movie, "An Officer and a Gentleman", Carroll Hall, Sponsored by Saint Mary's Student Government, $1.00

**SATURDAY, NOV. 23**

- 9:30 P.M. - Football, Notre Dame vs. Louisiana State
- 12:00 P.M. - Volleyball, Notre Dame vs. Arizona State, ACC
- 6:30 P.M. - Opera, "An Officer and a Gentleman", Carroll Hall, Sponsored by Saint Mary's Student Government, $1.00
- 8:00 P.M. - Concert, "Works in Progress", Regina Hall Dance Studio, Sponsored by Abiogenesis Dance Collective, $1.00

**SUNDAY, NOV. 24**

- 8:00 P.M. - Football, Notre Dame vs. Arizona State, ACC
- 8:00 P.M. - Opera, "An Officer and a Gentleman", Carroll Hall, Sponsored by Saint Mary's Student Government, $1.00

**Dinner Menus**

- Notre Dame
- Roast Top Round of Beef
- Brisket of Fried Perch

**TV Tonight**

- 6:00 P.M. - Knight Rider
- 10:00 P.M. - Miami Vice
- 12:00 P.M. - Falcon Crest
- 2:00 P.M. - Tailgate Party
- 4:00 P.M. - "The Twilight Zone"
- 5:00 P.M. - "The Twilight Zone"
- 6:00 P.M. - "The Twilight Zone"
- 7:00 P.M. - "The Twilight Zone"
- 8:00 P.M. - "The Twilight Zone"
- 9:00 P.M. - "The Twilight Zone"

---

**Reminder:**

Summer Job Applications are due in the Alumni Office, Room 201 by November 30, 1985.
The end of a tough four seasons - again

A year ago, Observer sports editor Mike Sullivan wrote a column with the headline, "The end of a tough four seasons," which brought to mind all the frustration the Class of '95 had encountered with the football team. That class had been witness to years one through four of Gerry Faust's tenure as Irish coach.

Saturday, seniors will witness their last home game as part of the student body. The Clam of '96 also has faced its share of frustration with the football team, and the headline on this column could well be the same as the one used last year.

Bearing witness to years two through five of the Faust era has tested the mettle of even the most ardent of Irish fans. There have been great moments and there have been times when it seemed that nothing could go right for "our" team.

And now it is almost over.

Whether that is good or bad depends on the feelings of each individual senior. Most, however, would deem it bad. The time has seemed to fly by all too quickly.

Today's freshmen, remember this year well. It won't be like what we've been through, they'll say. Again, hopes were to come crashing down, though, as the rowdiness level is slightly lower.

The Irish appeared to have won the game at the 3:15 mark of the 10-second golden-death period, with the forefathers of Lake Forest College last night.

With the tie, the Irish record now stands at 5-7-1. The forefathers are 0-4-1.

The Irish appeared to have won the game at the 3:15 mark of the 10-second golden-death period, with the forefathers of Lake Forest College last night.

The Irish started last night's game where they left off last after Saturday's 10-3 loss to St. Thomas, but they were one game away from being pushed into the crease and would've been blown. I really can't comment more until I see the replay.

The Irish tie Foresters, 4-4

By DENNIS CORRIGAN

Saturday's visit to the ACC Friday night, Jeff Blumb

Irish submarine point guard David Rivers, shown here in Wednesday night's exhibition game against the Seoul Olympija team of Yugoslavia, will be in the starting lineup when Notre Dame opens its regular season Friday night at home against the Duke Blue Devils.

By DENNIS CORRIGAN

Sports Writer

Brent Chapman's power play goal at 12:19 of the third period enabled the Notre Dame hockey team to salvage a 4-4 overtime tie with the foresters of Lake Forest College last night.

The 4-4 tie wasn't the only time on our minds what an experience that three-hour trek by bus was. The winning was just as it had been the previous two games, and the Irish were staring at a 3-6 deficit.

The Irish tie Foresters, 4-4

By DENNIS CORRIGAN

Sports Writer

John Blumb

The Irish appeared to have won the game at the 3:15 mark of the 10-second golden-death period, with the forefathers of Lake Forest College last night.

With the tie, the Irish record now stands at 5-7-1. The forefathers are 0-4-1.

The Irish appeared to have won the game at the 3:15 mark of the 10-second golden-death period, with the forefathers of Lake Forest College last night.

The 4-4 tie wasn't the only time on our minds what an experience that three-hour trek by bus was. The winning was just as it had been the previous two games, and the Irish were staring at a 3-6 deficit.

The Irish tie Foresters, 4-4

By DENNIS CORRIGAN

Sports Writer

Jean Blumb

The Irish appeared to have won the game at the 3:15 mark of the 10-second golden-death period, with the forefathers of Lake Forest College last night.

With the tie, the Irish record now stands at 5-7-1. The forefathers are 0-4-1.

The Irish appeared to have won the game at the 3:15 mark of the 10-second golden-death period, with the forefathers of Lake Forest College last night.

The 4-4 tie wasn't the only time on our minds what an experience that three-hour trek by bus was. The winning was just as it had been the previous two games, and the Irish were staring at a 3-6 deficit.

The Irish tie Foresters, 4-4

By DENNIS CORRIGAN

Sports Writer

Jean Blumb

The Irish appeared to have won the game at the 3:15 mark of the 10-second golden-death period, with the forefathers of Lake Forest College last night.

With the tie, the Irish record now stands at 5-7-1. The forefathers are 0-4-1.

The Irish appeared to have won the game at the 3:15 mark of the 10-second golden-death period, with the forefathers of Lake Forest College last night.

The 4-4 tie wasn't the only time on our minds what an experience that three-hour trek by bus was. The winning was just as it had been the previous two games, and the Irish were staring at a 3-6 deficit.

The Irish tie Foresters, 4-4

By DENNIS CORRIGAN

Sports Writer

Jean Blumb